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A changing climate
means changing farms
By Phil Stocker, NSA Chief Executive

So far in 2019 we have survived
Veganuary, battled with Eat Lancet
and done our best to defend sheep
farming against criticism as Parliament
approved a motion to declare the UK is
now in a climate change emergency.
Now the United Nations has released its nature
report, claiming the world’s biodiversity is in crisis
with one million species at threat of extinction.
This UN report blames the relentless pursuit of

Order your rams
by phone or email
Large selection of performance
recorded grass fed rams
Breeds for indoor and
outdoor lambing
Breeds for prime lamb production
and female replacements
Hardy rams which last
longer, serving more ewes
Commercial focus to increase
profits and reduce labour
Hundreds of repeat customers
throughout UK from Orkney
to Devon & Ireland

economic growth, general development, population

farming and food as key contributors to the
problems the planet faces.

Pressure

✔
✔
✔

01467 681579
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also true to say that in the past too much research
and development has been research-led and hasn’t
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For decades the farming industry has been measured
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on production volumes - ewe numbers, tonnes
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produced, tonnes exported, lambing percentages and
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so on. The conversation as we start to flesh out our

11

Looking ahead to NSA ram sales

adequately considered what the farmer needs or
wants.
And then there’s the subject of productivity itself.

future farming policies has all been about increasing
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needed to produce more, relating to a growing global
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I’d bet nearly every farmer read that as a criticism,

population and underpinned by policies of economic

26

Business comment and advice

growth. It’s only been very recently that policymakers

30

NSA contributors’ technical advice

the environmental pressure growing around

have become clear the measure of productivity is not

us. We must defend ourselves where we are

about production volumes at all – it’s a measure of

44

Following the flock

misrepresented but we also have to respond and

profitability or margin.
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Profitability

18

Environmental farming

28

Assessment of UK auction marts

play our part to mitigate the problems we all face.
To an extent our reputation depends on the
response we make and there is a lot of work ahead

Making a profit is what we all need and, in order to

to secure commercial farm viability through what is

know where we should be investing and in what, or

likely to be a turbulent time.

where we could cut expenditure, it is essential to

What is most frustrating is that we yet again
see our UK extensive livestock sectors wrapped

measure and have a few key performance indicators.
Armed with this information it can be highly

up within statistics and data gathered from

valuable to then compare with others. It’s been

‘global agriculture’, which includes feedlot type

around for years and we’ve called it benchmarking,

and intensive systems common in other parts

and a bit like the word ‘biosecurity’, its managed to

of the world. There appear to be few accurate

confuse people and turn them away.

measurements for our unique ways of sheep
farming.

This issue of Sheep Farmer is, as usual, packed with
helpful, informative, and practical articles. You will

Indeed, with an average consumption of sheep

sheep events our regions are running during May,

(a measly 5.5-8g a day), and a product that is

June and July, and I look forward to meeting many of

not generally tangled up in the processed meat

you at whichever is most convenient.
contribute to some of the topics I’ve written about

more frustrating as we hear the calls to reduce

above as well as pick up on a host of others. There

ruminant production and the consumption of red

can’t be a better or easier way to update yourselves,

meat.

ask those questions you’ve never quite got around

18

Environmental farming

to, to see what is new and on offer, and catch up with

the UK spends more than most other nations on

people you’ve not seen for a while. Make the effort

agricultural research and development, yet

to attend– it will be worth it.

A National Sheep Association publication with design and production services provided by Kinroy Design.
Printed on paper sourced from responsibly managed forest. Front page picture credit: NSA. No part of this
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but NSA and Kinroy Design take no responsibility for errors or omissions. Views expressed and information
contained are not necessarily those of NSA and NSA cannot be held responsible for any reason arising from
them. NSA does not endorse any services or products advertised.
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NSA ram sales

These are great days and will allow you to

problems – in fact quite the reverse. This is all the

www.logiedurnosheep.co.uk

12

find extensive coverage promoting the five major NSA

meat in the UK around 2-3kg per head per year

Sires of breeding females

www.nationalsheep.org.uk
DELIVERY IS FREE TO AN AREA NEAR YOU

truth in this and it is a wasted opportunity. But it is

INSIDEYOUR

I’ve said on many occasions we can’t ignore

Regarding agricultural research, I recently heard

Email: info@logiedurnosheep.co.uk

implementing it on farm. There is undoubtedly

suggesting we weren’t producing enough and

categories, I don’t see us causing great health

Sires of prime lambs

regularly criticised for sitting on research and not

growth, plastics and, of course, food and agriculture. productivity and improving the environment at the
All of these reports and campaigns highlight
same time.

✔
✔
✔

our productivity levels have fallen. We are

42
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The Sheep Centre, Malvern, Worcestershire, WR13 6PH
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www.nationalsheep.org.uk
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regions

Chairman: David Howlett

Northern

Wales
Cymru

Marches

Manager: Anne Payne
01142 883241
anne@handbanktexels.co.uk

Eastern

Ashburton, Devon, since the 1980s, but decided
to join NSA in early 2019 as they recognised

South East
South West

Secretary: Situation vacant
marches@nationalsheep.org.uk

Manager: Heather Stoney-Grayshon
07966 699930
heather@nationalsheep.org.uk

Northern Ireland

Chairman: Jen Craig

South East

NSA Rams Sales
Wales & Border: Jane Smith
01291 673939
jane@nsaramsales.co.uk

causes of loss of productivity in the sheep

to run along with a small herd of pedigree

industry.”
All new members joining NSA this year will
automatically be entered into the JFC Agri prize

Down sheep at the Royal Cornwall Show and,

draw, and existing members have a chance of

Sheep breeders

as a result, now own a small flock of pedigree

winning one of the three remaining prizes in

Hampshire Downs which we enjoy showing at

2019 too, by recommending a friend, neighbour

Rob comments: “We thought it important as

shows in South West England.”

or family member to sign up to become an NSA

uncertain times for the sheep industry.

Notice of NSA 2019 AGM
Notice is hereby given that the 126th Annual General Meeting of the
National Sheep Association will be held at United Auctions, Stirling
Agricultural Centre, Stirling, FK9 4RN, on Friday 9th August 2019 at
10.30am to transact the following business:

3. To receive the Statement of Accounts to year ended 31st December 2018.

6. To elect Vice President(s).

edward.adamson1@gmail.com

7. To appoint Auditors.

Development Officer:
Position under review; until further
notice please contact Euan Emslie
01430 441870 / 07718 908523
euan@nsascotland.org

By order of the Board, members are entitled to submit their votes in advance of the meeting by

With shearing well underway, NSA is again
reminding members to ensure they shear to
the highest standard, not only for the welfare

NSA, along with a number of other farming
organisations, has written some shearing
the best possible standards.
Find the guidelines at
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/policy-work.

completing a proxy form, or appoint a person to attend and vote on their behalf. Proxy forms and all
documents referred to will be available against the diary entry for the AGM at www.nationalsheep.
org.uk/events. All signed and completed proxy forms must be received by post or by attaching a
signed scanned copy by email no later than 10am on Thursday 8th August 2019.
For full details of the use and completion of proxy forms please visit
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/events or call NSA Head Office.

NSA Welsh Sheep 2019

07913 043234
ian@nationalsheep. org.uk

Displaying the best
of the industry

guidelines to help ensure every farm meets

02893 366225 / 07711 071290

Manager: Ian May

More at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/draw

industry. Following controversy last summer

2. To receive the Trustees Report to year ended 31st December 2018.

5. To elect officers for the ensuing year; President and Honorary Treasurer.

07734 428712

member.

of the animals, but to show the best of our

1. To approve the Minutes of the 125th Annual General Meeting.

Development Officer: Edward Adamson

southeast@nationalsheep.org.uk

Chairman: Peter Derryman

something we consider to be one of the biggest

we started breeding pedigree Poll Dorsets

4. To adopt (2) and (3) above.

Secretary: Sarah Blake
Chairman: Nigel Durnford

be very useful to help prevent foot problems,

After a few years of trialling different breeds,

footbath and 20 litres of hoof solution. Rob

01953 607860 / 07712 659262

in their flock. He concludes: “The footbath will

continues: “We started keeping sheep in 1984.

with legislation and new innovations affecting

Northern

Scotland

combatting any foot problems that might occur

Explaining their farming enterprise, Rob

01691 654712 / 07976 803066

Marches

Chairman: Brian Jamieson

intends for the prize to be put to good use

as a result of our exit from the EU.”

The couple win a prize of a JFC Agri foam

jonathan@ceressolutions.co.uk

Chairman: Thomas Carrick

more pertinent with the changes that may come

sheep breeders to join NSA to keep up to date

Manager: Jonathan Barber

Chairman: Antony Spencer

known to Government, with this being even

Development Officer: Helen Roberts

Eastern

with their prize.

2009, we were impressed with the Hampshire

helen@nationalsheep.org.uk

Chairman: Dan Phipps

the sheep industry and also to make our views

Hereford cattle and Ruby Red Devons. Then, in

the importance of membership in what are

Cymru / Wales

Helen Roberts
Corporate Sales Manager
Sheep Farmer Advertising Sales
helen@nationalsheep.org.uk
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Hampshire Down breeders Rob
and Susan Small are the first
lucky winners of this year’s NSA
membership prize giveaway.
Rob and Susan have farmed sheep near

South West
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N Ireland

Central

Eleanor Phipps
Communications Officer
Sheep Farmer Content
eleanor@nationalsheep.org.uk

Karen Sumner
Bookkeeper
karens@nationalsheep.org.uk

Rob and Susan Small

Central

Chairman: Tim Ward

NSA NEWS

CONTACT NSA

National Sheep Association

College Farm
Manager
Rhodri Owen
and Event
Organiser H
elen Robert
s.

As this edition of Sheep Farmer goes to print, NSA Welsh Sheep
2019 will be taking place at Rhodri Glynllifon College, North Wales.

Eastern: Jonathan Barber
01953 607860 / 07712 659262
jonathan@ceressolutions.co.uk

South West: Sue Martyn
01409 271385 / 07967 512660
suem@nationalsheep.org.uk

NSA is a company limited by guarantee, registered in England (No. 37818), and a registered charity, registered in England and Wales (No. 249255) and Scotland (No.
SCO42853). It is VAT registered (No. 273 3469 44). NSA complies fully with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (see www.nationalsheep.org.uk/privacypolicy).

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

The event promises to be a busy and insightful day showcasing the
best of the Welsh sheep industry. Thanks go to all sponsors and
we hope everyone has an enjoyable day. Look out for a full event
report in your August/September edition of this magazine.
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Forging a positive path for the future
in an uncertain time
Despite uncertainties surrounding
Brexit and the future of farming
support, there were positive
forward-looking discussions at the
2019 NSA Breed Society forum,
hosted near Rugby, Warwickshire, in
early May.
Attendees from NSA affiliated breed societies
heard from a range of speakers covering

Attendees came from across the country to represent their breed societies.

everything from flock accreditation and its
potential future role in the UK’s stratified
system, to changes to the Signet programme,

of breed societies on this issue.”

management when it comes to animal health

As a result of this discussion, it was found

and disease monitoring.

and British Wool’s forward plan. These

that Johnes, maedi visna and enzootic abortion

discussions came alongside updates from NSA

came out as the top three diseases of interest

over simplicity, practicability, uptake and

Head Office.

when buying in stock, closely followed by OPA,

acceptance in an industry where plenty of

scab, scrapie and nematodes.

rules and regulations already exist. Mrs Noble

Workshop
The afternoon session was an interactive
workshop led by NSA Livestock Researcher,
Nicola Noble, who gave an update on NSA’s
work to help maintain the UK stratified sheep
system, as well as an open discussion on
accreditation schemes.
Mrs Noble comments: “Following NSA’s

Health assurance / accreditation schemes are

continues: “It would be better for organisations

available for some of these diseases, but there

like ourselves and breed societies to encourage

are issues with misconception of their value and

and promote good practice, rather than force

uptake, and not all breed societies recognise

another stipulation.”

these schemes.

The forum also gave NSA’s new Activities
and Campaigns Officer, Chris Adamson, an

Conclusions

opportunity to introduce himself. Mr Adamson
comments: “NSA works closely with its affiliated

Mrs Noble floated the idea of whether

breed societies, but I’m hoping to take that

stratified sheep system meeting in early January,

compulsory health schemes or even NSA

where it was agreed there was a need for some

accredited health schemes should be introduced

kind of health assurance for breeds moving

to our sector, with the majority being in favour

down the hill, we thought it would be a sensible

of more improved monitoring and potential

next step to consult with the UK’s wide variety

rewards for farmers demonstrating proactive

PREVIEW

NSA Eastern Region Next Generation Event
NSA Eastern Region’s fourth Next
Generation event on Saturday 8th
June, promises to be bigger, better
and more exciting for all young
people interested and involved in
the sheep sector than ever before.

As with all change, there is rightly concern

further and strengthen our relationships
to benefit the wide range of members, all
producing very different breeds across the
country, but within one united sheep industry.”

The Next Generation competition

control, working sheepdogs and
marketing lambs (deadweight, live
auction and direct selling).

PROTECT YOUR FLOCK

Competitions
Participants will also be able to enter the
region’s Next Generation Shepherd

There will be demonstrations and seminars on

under 27 participating in five out of six sections

a range of subjects, some specifically focused

to test their skills.

of wider interest to all sheep keepers.
These will focus on financial assistance
for new enterprises, grazing arrangements,
alternative career paths within the sheep sector,

The day is open to all and Goldolphin Stud

competitions and a children’s competition will
run through the day. Catering will be available.

will run a farm walk around its high-performing
commercial flock and offer a chance to see the

The event venue is Godolphin Stud, Newmarket,

thoroughbred mares and foals.

Suffolk, CB8 9RS. NSA thanks Goldophin Stud

The doors will open at 12pm, and the Next

Management for hosting and the large list of

new handling and recording systems, setting

Generation Shepherd competition will start

sponsors. Contact Jonathan Barber (details on page

up new flocks (breeds and systems), parasite

at 1pm. The day will finish with some fun

2) for more information.
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involves a practical test.

Competition, with young shepherds aged

on starting up in the sheep industry and others

Enzootic abortion is in
over 73% of UK flocks
- is it in yours?

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

From the manufacturers of Cevac® Chlamydia,
the no. 1 vaccine to control enzootic abortion2

• GET EWES TESTED WITH OUR ASSURE EWE PROGRAMME
• VACCINATE ONCE IN A EWE’S LIFETIME
• REDUCE YOUR ANTIBIOTIC USAGE
Ask your vet for more information on Assure Ewe testing & vaccination
Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible) 1. CEVA Assure Ewe testing data. 2. 2018 Kynetec data.
Active ingredient: live attenuated 1B strain of Chlamydophila abortus vaccine. Legal category
. Cevac® Chlamydia
is licensed for use with toxoplasmosis vaccines and can be applied on the same day at separate injection sites. We
recommend a booster after 3-4 years/lambings. Assure Ewe is available from 1st March to 30th September in flocks of
50 or more breeding ewes. Enrolment to Assure Ewe is subject to your vet practice supplying Cevac Chlamydia.
Further information is available from Ceva Animal Health Ltd., Unit 3, Anglo Office Park, White Lion Road,
Amersham, Bucks, HP7 9FB Tel: 01494 781510 www.ceva.co.uk
JUNE / JULY 2019
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Sheep farmers from across the
North of England and further afield
will gather at NSA North Sheep
2019 on Wednesday 5th June at
New Hall Farm in Settle, North
Yorkshire.
NSA North Sheep has not been held in this part

Seminar Programme
10am
Share farming and/or obtaining a tenancy
Presentation by Robyn Peat & Simon Britton
of GF White.
11am
Sheep exports
Panel: Phil Hadley, AHDB; Mike Gooding,
Farmers Fresh; Randell Parker, TBC.

the different lamb products available and offer
lamb dishes to taste.
Demonstrations include cheese making
with sheep milk by Andy Swincote, sheepdog

12.45pm
The future for Environment Land Management
Schemes
Panel: Adrian Shepherd, YDNPA; Julia Aglionby,
Foundation for Common Land; Thomas Binns,
NFU Uplands Chairman; James Le Page, Defra.
Chairman: Phil Stocker, NSA Chief Executive.

handling by James Dewhirst, crook making/
dressing by Dennis Wall, lamb carcase dressing
by the Beltex Sheep Society, and dry stone
walling by Peter Halliday.
The Next Generation Shepherd Competition,

of the region for 10 years. Visitors attending

sponsored by Carrs Billington, provides an

in June will hear how the family operate a

opportunity for aspiring shepherds and

diverse mixed farm and hugely successful

shepherdesses to demonstrate skills across

sheep farming enterprise on the edge of the

different elements of shepherding. The

North Yorkshire Dales National Park - one of

stockjuding competition, supported by Dugdale

the wettest parts of the UK. They will also learn

Nutrition and run by Rathmell Young Farmers

first-hand how the hosts, the Frankland family,

Club, will give young people a chance to test

are growing a sheep farming business that will

their skills in this important aspect of farming.

2.30pm
Sheep health and welfare – how does it
help us?
Panel: Christine Middlemiss, UK Chief
Veterinary Officer; Fiona Lovatt, sheep vet;
Sarah Baker, AHDB Analyst; Robin Manning,
Defra – Future Farming Land Use Team.
Chairman: Eddie Eastham, NSA UK Policy &
Technical Chairman.

be robust for future challenges.

Packed schedule

THIS SUMMER
FINISH THEM EARLY

REGIONAL REPORTS

NSA PREVIEWS

Excitement builds for
NSA North Sheep 2019

Find more information and enter competitions on
the website.

The Frankland family, who are renowned for
their calibre of commercial sheep, have a flock
of 1,200 ewes, 120 head of suckler cattle plus
350 replacement and store cattle, and milk
220 head of dairy cattle. The Frankland Farms
partnership is headed by brothers Richard and
Chris Frankland who farm 360ha (900 acres)
across three holdings. The family focus on
producing top quality prime lambs from Texel
cross and Mule ewes put to Beltex rams.
Along with major sponsor, Agri-Lloyd,
mainline sponsors include l’Anson Bros, AHDB,

CYDECTIN® Oral, a long acting
formulation helping to minimise
the impact of worms

British Wool, Crystalyx, Booths, Roxan ID, the
Beltex Sheep Society, MSD Animal Health UK

The Frankland family alongside event

Ltd and CCM Auctions. Townson Tractors and

organiser Heather Stoney-Grayson.

Walter Watson Trailers are sponsors of the farm
tours taking place throughout the day.
As many as 40 breed societies will be
represented alongside 155 trade stands
and a series of seminars, workshops and
demonstrations. This major event covers all
aspects of sheep farming.
The range of seminars, focusing on the key
issues and challenges currently being faced
by the sheep and farming industry, will offer
opportunities for open discussion and debate
(see panel).

Demonstrations

NSA MEMBERS FREE ENTRY
ADMISSION £12
STUDENTS & UNDER 16 FREE ENTRY

WEDNESDAY 5TH JUNE: 9am - 5pm

Customer Experience Manager at Booths and

Be a front runner, speak to your animal health
advisor about CYDECTIN® Oral

NEW HALL FARM, RATHMELL, SETTLE, NORTH YORKSHIRE, BD24 0 AJ
FARM TOURS ALL DAY
SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
BOOTHS FOOD DISPLAY AREA
DEMONSTRATIONS

Major Sponsor

BREED SOCIETIES
COMPETITIONS
TRADE & INDUSTRY STANDS
INDIVIDUAL BREEDERS

FURTHER INFORMATION:
M: 07966 699930 E: heather@nationalsheep.org.uk

Zoetis.co.uk/parassist
CYDECTIN® 0.1% Oral Solution for Sheep contains moxidectin POM-VPS.
For further information please see the product’s SPC or contact Zoetis UK Ltd, 5th Floor, 6 St Andrew Street, London, EC4A 3AE. www.zoetis.co.uk. Customer Support: 0845 300 8034.
Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible). MM-05184

A new key element of the day will be the
Booths Supermarkets’ Lamb Corner. Colin Porter,

Benefit from fewer doses,
reduced handling and an earlier finish

NorthSheep
2019

www.northsheep.org.uk

trained butcher, will discuss the versatility of
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Seminar Programme
Seminar building sponsored by SRUC/SAC Consulting

11am – Lamb trade & marketing in a climate
of in/decision
NSA Scottish Region committee member John
Fyall chairs a panel of specialists working in
the lamb trade.
1pm – Impact of Brexit in relation to the
Scottish Sheep Industry
Jennifer Craig, NSA Scottish Region Chairman
& Jeremy Moody, CAAV Secretary and Adviser.
3.25pm – Meet the Farmer Q&A
Willie Budge, SAC Consulting & NSA Highland
Sheep 2019 Event Chairman, speaks to host
farmer Stephen Sutherland.

The county of Caithness will this year
host NSA Scottish Region’s biennial
Highland Sheep event on Wednesday
12th June 2019.

as providing an ideal opportunity for those from

Workshop Programme

further afield to view a well-managed sheep farm
showcasing agriculture in the very far north of

Workshop area sponsored by Innovis

Scotland.”

Sponsors

The event, to promote the Highland sheep industry, Animal feed and health product specialist Harbro,
will be hosted on Sibmister Farm, which overlooks along with its key distributor W&A Geddes, has
the north coast of mainland Scotland, four miles
east of Thurso.
Sibmister, and the nearby farm of Stainland, is

been confirmed as major sponsors of the event.
“We are delighted to once again be supporting
NSA Highland Sheep along with W&A Geddes,”

home to the 690ha (1,700-acre) family farming

says Harbro Beef and Sheep Director David

business of Kenneth and Elspeth Sutherland

MacKenzie. “The event plays an important part

with their sons Stephen and Kenneth, alongside

in highlighting the sheep industry in the north of

Stephen’s fiancee Alix and Kenneth’s wife Fiona.

Scotland and is a great opportunity for visitors to

The farm is one of the most renowned sheep and

see a progressive family farm.”

beef enterprises in the north of Scotland.
Lambs from the farm are regularly prominent

Group, British Wool, Caltech Crystalyx, MSD Animal

prize winners in the commercial sheep classes at

Health and Shearwell Data. The event will be

the Royal Highland, Caithness, Black Isle and Turriff

supported by Quality Meat Scotland.

shows.

The event will include a comprehensive seminar

The flock

programme (see panel), shearing, grading, spinning,
felt making, crook making, lamb butchery and

Stocking on the two all-grass farms comprises

cooking demonstrations, stockjudging, NSA Next

1,500 ewes, predominantly Texel cross Cheviot

Generation Shepherd Competition, sheepdog trial,

Mules, which are crossed with Suffolk and Texel

and show and sale of ewe hoggs.

rams, and pedigree flocks of 50 Suffolk and 50

More info on the event website.

Texel ewes.
It has been a busy times for the family in the
run-up to NSA Highland Sheep with lambing
having started in late-February with the purebred
ewes and 200 cross ewes, followed by the main
flock in March and hoggs and a further 250 cross
ewes in April. All lambs are sold deadweight to

be asked to host NSA Highland Sheep and look
forward to welcoming visitors to Sibmister.”
NSA Scottish Region’s recently elected Chairman,
Lanarkshire sheep producer Jen Craig says: “We

the farm will be a big attraction for sheep farmers

SHEEPFARMER

past 15 years at Southcott Farm, Burrington,
North Devon.

and advice have been applied through changes

and antibiotic resistance. The resulting facts

12.10pm & 3.30pm – Selecting prime lambs
Robert Gilchrist and Declan Marren of the
Farm Profit Programme and Colin Slessor
Deputy Head of Livestock, ANM Group.

in management practice over the years.
The ensuing efficiency in flock health will

shearing styles, as well as showcase the history

South West initiative in sheep husbandry.

of shearing machinery from the hand shear to

10.30am - Crystalyx

today’s equipment.

What does research prove? Results from two

A photographic competition is open for all

decades of research in sheep nutrition.

to enter. The subject matter must be sheep-

11am - MSD

related. It will be judged on the day by a well-

Simple steps to stamp out lameness.

known regional photographer.

11.30am - Innovis

Nearly 50 breed societies will be on

Joining the dots to make money. Practical

site for the day, many running their own

guide to grass growing, utilisation and

competitions. There will also be the popular

genetics.

and professionally-contested Next Generation

12.30pm - Torch Vets

Shepherd and Student competitions, sponsored

Reducing antibiotic use without

by Mole Valley and Volac respectively. The

compromising welfare or performance.

fleece competition is also a qualifier for the

2pm - NSA

Golden Fleece 2019 final.

Adapting sheep farming in a changing world.
2.45pm - North Wyke

Find more information and enter competitions on

What we measure and what you should

the website.

measure. An overview of research undertaken
at North Wyke Farm.

be there for all to see on the farm tours
taking place throughout the day. Seminars
explaining the science behind the changes in
management will run in tandem.

Collaboration
Bryan, who is NSA Chairman, among a
wealth of other roles, says: “There are so
many positives that have come out of this
collaborative work. What has evolved is
the appliance of science in the field; a real
situation, not a theoretical one.” Liz has worked
closely with Torch Vets on worm burden and
resistance, and is a keen follower of SCOPS
initiatives.
A record 150 trade stands are booked, with

Guests enjoying NSA Sheep South West 2017.

Shearwell Data coming forward as NSA Sheep
South West’s major sponsor. Main sponsors
include AHDB, Crystalyx, Harpers Feeds,
Jaspers in conjunction with Dalehead Foods

sheep
WEDNESDAY 12TH JUNE: 9am - 5pm

2019

SIBMISTER FARM, MURKLE, THURSO, CAITHNESS, KW14 8SW

Major Sponsor

DEMONSTRATIONS
NSA NEXT GENERATION
SHEPHERD OF YEAR &
STOCKJUDGING COMPETITIONS

and Waitrose, Mole Valley, MSD, Towergate
Insurance and British Wool.

Shearing
With wool’s popularity as a sustainable natural
fibre continuing to rise, Bryan is looking
forward to hosting a talk on the history of
shearing. He will be joined by Alan Derryman
who, at 60 years old, sheared 413 sheep
last year in nine hours to raise £11,000 for

NSA MEMBERS FREE ENTRY
ADMISSION £12
STUDENTS & UNDER 16 FREE ENTRY

SHEEP
SOUTHWEST
2019

TUESDAY 18TH JUNE: 9am - 5pm

SOUTHCOTT, BURRINGTON, UMBERLEIGH, DEVON, EX37 9LF
WORKSHOPS
COMPETITIONS
SHEEPDOG SALE
DEMONSTRATIONS
HISTORY OF WOOL

Major Sponsor

TRADE & BREED SOCIETY STANDS
AUCTIONEERING COMPETITION
FLEECE COMPETITION
NSA NEXT GENERATION YOUNG SHEPHERD
NEWS THIS YEAR - PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

the Exeter Leukemia Fund (ELF), and world

FURTHER INFORMATION:
M: 07718 908523 E: euan@nsascotland.org

shearing champion Matt Smith. The interactive

www.nsascotland.org

throughout the Highlands and Islands, as well
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trialed science to their fields and flock for the

10am & 1.30pm – One small step for ‘ewe’,
one giant leap for your flock
Bridget Girvan, MSD Animal Health vet
advisor.

are delighted the Sutherland family has agreed to
host NSA Highland Sheep 2019. The reputation of

Tuesday 18th June, have applied practically-

from lameness and colostrum quality to worm

NSA MEMBERS / STUDENTS £6
ADMISSION £12
UNDER 16 FREE ENTRY

FARM TOUR
TRADE & SHEEP BREED STANDS
SHOW & SALE EWE HOGGS
SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS

Bryan and Liz Griffiths, hosts of the event on

and Liverpool University on issues varying

Woodhead Bros, Turriff, for Morrisons. Host Stephen
Sunderland comments: “We are honoured to

NSA Sheep South West will focus
on how producers can improve the
health of both their flock and bank
balance in a practical situation.

9.30am & 12.30pm – What does research
prove?
Representative of Caltech-Crystalyx.

11.40am & 3.10pm – Practical guide to soil
health, grass utilisation and genetics – joining
the dots to make money
Emily Grant, former grassland advisor, and a
representative from Innovis genetics team.

Seminars and
Workshop
Programme
10am - Torch Vets

They have worked closely with Torch Vets

10.30am & 2pm – Combining the best
nutrition and management with epigenetics to
shape the future of sheep
Harbro speciliasts David Mackenzie and Jill
Hunter.

Other mainline sponsors confirmed include ANM

Plans advanced for
NSA Sheep South West

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

presentation will demonstrate a range of
shearing techniques, including regional

JUNE / JULY 2019

FURTHER INFORMATION:
M: 07967 512660 E: suem@nationalsheep.org.uk

www.sheepsouthwest.org.uk
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Anticipation rises for
NSA Highland Sheep
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Busy schedule at NSA
Sheep Northern Ireland
NSA Sheep NI 2019 will be held
in Ballymena Livestock Market
on Monday 1st July. The livestock
market has superb facilities and
staff which makes it an ideal venue
for the event.
Gates will open for the public at 9.30am and
run to 6pm with a packed programme to keep
visitors entertained all day long.
Attractions include workshops, clinics,
demonstrations and seminars running alongside
the mainstay of our event, which are the
trade exhibits and breed society stands. The
central area of the main market building will
see a variety of workshops and clinics from
weedwiping by NI Water to the control of
wildfires by NI Fire Authority and everything
else in between.

Competitions

Seminar Programme
11.30am
Looking at Soil Health
John Bailey, Head of Agri-Environment at AFBI.

the shepherd and his dog demonstrating how to

12.30pm
Is there a place for multi species swards on a
sheep farm?

handle a flock of sheep.

Dr Tommy Boland, University College Dublin.

For some the most informative place will be
the calf ring where the four seminars will be
held starting at 11.30 am and running every

1.30pm
Grass utilisation
Dr Elizabeth Earle, Agri Search.

hour (see panel for programme).

2.30pm
The work of NSA in influencing policy

Seminars

Phil Stocker, NSA Chief Executive.

The seminars have a focus on soil and grass
management as crucial elements of agricultural
production, climate change mitigation and

Thistles.
No longer
a thorn in
your side.

adaptation, urban development, and flood risk
management.
Neglecting the health of our soil could lead
to reduced food security, increased greenhouse
gas emissions, greater flood risk and damage
to public health. We have heard that some of
the most productive agricultural land in the
country is at risk of becoming unprofitable
within a generation due to soil erosion and loss
of organic carbon, and the natural environment
will be seriously harmed.

The main competition will be the NSA Next

Additionally, the lower associated cost

Generation Shepherd Competition, sponsored

of production of grazed grass relative to
by Ceva UK, where young people will show their alternative feed sources provides an opportunity
ability to handle a series of tasks involved in
for producers in temperate grazing regions to
working with sheep. Ulster Wool will be holding

produce lamb from a primarily grass-based diet
a fleece competition and invite sheep farmers to in a cost-effective manner.
bring along their best fleeces for appraisal.
NSA NI is a fun-filled family day out where
NSA Sheep NI cannot run without the ever-

old friends and new can meet and discuss their

popular sheepdog sale, which always attracts a

common interests and find out find out what’s

vast crowd. For some it is a handy place to buy

new so as to make informed decisions for the

or sell a sheepdog and for others it is a form of

future as we look forward.

entertainment watching the skills (or lack of) of

Guests can look forward to a
packed day out at NSA Sheep NI.

Thistlex® is an outstanding translocated herbicide.
Thistles compete with grass reducing your available
grazing and can lead to greater incidence of Orf.

NSA MEMBERS FREE ENTRY
ADMISSION £5
STUDENTS & UNDER 16 FREE ENTRY

MONDAY 1ST JULY: 9.30am - 6pm

Thistlex® kills the roots so they don’t grow back.

SHEEP
NORTHERN IRELAND
2019

It is also effective on nettles and dandelions and
very safe to your grass.
Get to the root of the problem. Ask for Thistlex®
or find out more at corteva.co.uk

BALLYMENA LIVESTOCK MARKET, COUNTY ANTRIM, BT42 4QJ

COMMERCIAL SHEEP STOCKJUDGING COMPETITION • OPEN FLEECE COMPETITION
SHEEP DISPLAY • TRADE STANDS • SEMINARS • WORKING SHEEPDOG AND PUPPY SALE
NSA NEXT GENERATION SHEPHERD COMPETITION
FURTHER INFORMATION:
M: 07711 071290 E: edward.adamson1@gmail.com
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Creeping
Thistles

Spear
Thistles

+
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/sheepni

www.nationalsheep.org.uk
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+

=

Discover more at corteva.co.uk
Technical Hotline: 0800 689 8899 E-mail: ukhotline@corteva.com
USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY. Always read the label and product information before use.
For further information including warning phrases and symbols refer to label.
Corteva Agriscience, Agriculture Division of DowDuPont,
CPC2 Capital Park, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5XE. Tel: 01462 457272.
®
, ™ Trademarks of DuPont, Dow AgroSciences and Pioneer and affiliated companies or their respective owners.
Thistlex® contains clopyralid and tryclopyr.
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All set for Wales &
Border main sale

The NSA Wales & Border Early Ram Sale on Monday 5th
August at the Royal Showground is the venue of choice
for early lambing flocks wanting the pick of rams ready
for tupping, with a choice from 500 across five or six of
the major early lambing breeds.

NSA Wales & Border Main Sale will be held at the Royal Welsh
Showground on Monday 23rd September.
The sale is regarded as the venue of choice for vet-inspected,
quality stock. It enjoys an international reputation as the biggest
sale in Europe and regularly attracts vendors and buyers from

to protect the sheep industry for the future.
He says Brexit and wider political issues around climate change mean the

The sale traditionally sets the price for top quality, healthy, vet-inspected

sector is ‘holding its breath’. However, Mr Gwilliam stresses that confidence

rams and is one of the few places to source tups for the early lambing trade.

in the NSA Wales & Border Ram sales and currently strong lamb prices bode

Last year’s headline price of 2,800gns for a Corriecravie Texel shearling

well for the early sale.

(pictured) was a fitting 65th birthday present for vendor Paul Johnson. He

He warns: “We are holding our breath as an industry to see what is

and his wife Anna have been attending the early sale for many years and

happening with regard to Brexit and our relationship with Europe. If we

were delighted.

don’t have support, people who are totally dependent on sheep will be left

The price was well up on the previous year’s 1,750gns top price, with

out in the cold. Those who can influence anyone in authority should do so.

an average of £637.29 for Texel shearling rams also up, as was the top

Our producers are still working to the highest standards and we hope our

Charollais price at 1,900gns for a ram lamb, with the average for Charollais

governments will acknowledge this.”

ram lambs reaching an increased £552.75. A Suffolk ram lamb made
1,050gns, with breed averages again generally higher than 2018.
Despite the positive performance, NSA Wales & Border Ram Sales
Chairman Richard Gwilliam has appealed to politicians and opinion formers

close on Wednesday 3rd July. There is also an online catalogue and gallery of
pictures.

Busy sale expected Preparations start
for SW Region
for Melton ram sale
The NSA South West Region ram sale is being held on Wednesday 14th

NSA Eastern Region will be at

August at Exeter Livestock Market, Devon, EX2 8FD.

Melton Mowbray on Friday 20th
September for its 34th annual ram

Following on from the introduction of ring four solely for the sale of

sale at the venue.

non-MV accredited sheep last year, this ring will be used again featuring
improvements based off feedback gathered.
Society shows will be held on the Tuesday evening from 4pm and

across the UK and beyond.
Last year’s 40th anniversary sale saw a solid trade, despite the
unpredictability of the political climate and the vagaries of the

NSA Eastern Region’s Rugby ram sale will take place on Friday 30th August
at Rugby Farmers Mart, Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire.

weather. There was an 80% clearance of the 4,727 rams forward.
The sale is aimed at early lambing flocks and those who want to settle in

Turnover was £1.84million.

their tups well in advance of the breeding season.

The highest price went to a Bluefaced Leicester ram. The
12,000gns male was sold by Vale of Glamorgan couple, semi-retired

There will be an anticipated entry of over 120 rams including Charollais,

Tudor and Janet Harris, and was the highlight of a day that saw

Texel, Suffolk and Beltex. The sale is held on the same day as a major

good rams sell well.

commercial ewe lamb sale, so there are plenty of buyers at the venue.
Sale Organiser Johnathan Barber says: “At both NSA Eastern Region sales

The closing date for sale entries is Wednesday 7th August.

the rams are inspected for the three Ts – teeth, toes and testicles - meaning

The online entry form, introduced last year, is now a much-valued
feature of the NSA Wales & Border Ram Sales website, and applications

Plans underway for
Rugby ram sale
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Countdown to
early ram sale

For more information about the NSA ram sales,
contact the respective sale organiser, whose contact
details can be found on page two.

buyers can be reassured that they are bidding on correct animals of good
quality that will do a first-class job for them. The penning facilities at Rugby
are perfect for a ram sale, with easy unloading and plenty of space to present
your rams to potential customers.”

94% of farmers have been
caught out by blowfly strike*

Subscribe
today and get
your Free JCb
Coverall AnD
JCb Mug

So strike first with our
Blowfly Strike Tracker
and find where strikes
have been reported.

The sale has seen average prices
rise over the past few years

Pay as little as
£2.75 per issue

anyone is welcome to attend. All vendors must be NSA members and

and clearance rates for correct,

membership forms can be downloaded online. Entry forms will be sent

well-fleshed tups are very high.

automatically to anyone who has sold in the previous three years as well

For those who do not know

as being available to on the NSA website and from Kivells. Entries close

the market, it has undergone

on Monday 1st July. The ballot is being held on Monday 8th July and

extensive modernisation over the past couple

catalogues will be available from early August. These will be mailed to

of years, with modern, excellent livestock facilities and an innovative

vendors and previous purchasers and will be available on the sale website.

link-up with North West Auctions in Cumbria.

Free
GiFTs
WOrTH
OVer £30

View blowfly strike in your area at:

www.farmanimalhealth.co.uk

The Friday date for the NSA sale has the added attraction of the
farmers’ market running at the same time, so come along and buy
your pork pies and much more! This sale usually attracts an entry

Scan here

of 250-270-head of various terminal sire breeds and the quality
continues to improve year on year. Thanks go to Tom Greenow and

COVerALLs siZes

all the staff at Melton for their continued support for this event, as
well as to Melton Mowbray Council, which supports the show classes
at the sale and for its continued interest and support for this town
centre market.
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subsCribe TODAY!

Medium (40) quote code H902A
Large (42/44) quote code H904b
X Large (46/48) quote code H906C
XX Large (50/52) quote code H908D

Call 0330 333 0056 and quote your coveralls size code
JUNE / JULY 2019

FG free JCB coveralls+mug ad QP 90Wx134H.indd 1

For further information call Elanco Animal Health on +44 (0) 1256 353131, write to Elanco Animal Health, Lilly House,
Priestley Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG24 9NL. Information regarding the side effects, precautions, warnings
and contra-indications can be found in product packaging and leaflets; further information can also be found in the
Summary of Product Characteristics. Advice should be sought from the medicine prescriber. Elanco and the diagonal bar
logo are trademarks of Elanco or its affiliates. Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible). ©2019 Elanco or
its affiliates. PM-UK-19-0151. RDP30712. Legal category: POM-VPS UK. *Survey of 130 sheep farmers, Elanco April 2016.
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3071208:57
Elanco Blowfly Tracker Ad NSA 90x134.indd 1
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Meeting with
Minister Goodwill

TAGGING
YOUNG LAMBS?

NSA POLICY

In late April NSA Chief
Executive Phil Stocker, along
with NSA English Committee
Chairman Kevin Harrison and

Choose Bubblegum

NSA Communications Officer
Eleanor Phipps, met with the
new Farming Minister. Robert Goodwill
(pictured) replaced George Eustice following
his resignation earlier in the year.

Precise
Application

The meeting was an opportunity to
introduce the Minister to NSA as an
organisation, as well as inform him on which
issues and topics were of particular concern

Slaughter tag use to
remain unchanged
NSA is pleased to report the UK
has secured a positive change to
the wording of the EU Draft Animal
Health Law Delegated Act, which
now proposes that farmers can
continue to use single slaughter
tags in the same way we currently
do. The consultation on the draft
law closed on the 22nd May.

to the sheep industry.
Mr Stocker explains: “We only had the
normal 40 minute window with the Minister,
which didn’t much time to brief him on issues
that matter to the sheep industry. However,
we gave him a good introduction and were

Farming background

the single slaughter tag to be used as long as

Mr Goodwill has a good background in

lambs are intended for slaughter and places no

farming, having an arable farm of his own.

restrictions on whether they go through live

This allowed for a good discussion on the

markets first or to other holdings for finishing.”

benefits of sheep in arable rotations, also

NSA has worked closely with a number of
industry partners, as well as with Defra staff,
Ministers and MEPs to push for an amendment

Supple Rubber
Construction

It’s your choice

Excellent retention
for curious lambs

can work well in integrated systems.
The agenda also covered future farm
support and what an emergency payment may

thrilled to see this has been changed, and Defra

look like in the event of a no deal. Mr Stocker

has confirmed with us that the Act will now

continues: “This was a tricky topic, and the

allow us to continue to use slaughter tags in the

Minister was determined no deal preparations

NSA Chief Executive Phil Stocker explains:

way we do. Again, it goes to show how much can

are first and foremost focused on us

“Currently we have the option to use a single

be achieved by uniting with other organisations

reaching a deal. Accordingly, there was little

electronic slaughter tag on lambs intended for

and Government to consolidate our voices and

enthusiasm for any detail to be discussed on

slaughter irrespective of the moves they make

make a strong case for practical regulatory

this subject, however the Minister did indicate

before going to an abattoir. The early draft

solutions.”

he was of a pro-free market persuasion. This

This Act is planned to be implemented in

Loop Tag
or Flag Tag

opening the door to other areas where sheep

to the draft. Mr Stocker continues: “We are

of the wording of this new law would have

Unique parallel close
Bubblegum applicator

Excellent weight
distribution for
young ears

pleased with the outcome.”

“The draft being consulted on now allows

Chip in Pin

may be interesting moving forward, as he

prevented this and only allowed the use of the

April 2021 and it is probable the UK will adopt

will have a huge say on what our future farm

single slaughter tag if lambs were going direct

it irrespective of its relationship with the EU.

support will look like.”

from farm to an abattoir.

NSA raises concerns over future of migrant workers
NSA has become increasingly concerned by the

a single immigration system for all nationalities

Government’s current definition of a ‘skilled worker’.

except British and Irish nationals with an emphasis

immigration White Paper, which was informed

on talent and skills.”

largely by the work of the Migration Advisory

NSA Chief Executive Phil Stocker explains: “The

Late in 2018, the Government released an

Committee (MAC). The paper is now entering a

Government tests proposed for skilled workers and

Inadequate scheme

the salary threshold of £30k means most of the

NSA is concerned the Government is intending

happens in the Brexit process the new rules will

migrant workers in abattoirs would not qualify to

to solve these issues by introducing a temporary

come into force on 1st January 2021.

be here.

workers scheme, which NSA has been clear will

“The principle of this changing policy is that
free movement of people is ending; there will be

14

consultative phase and it is planned that whatever

Available now through your Local
Agricultural Merchant or call 01207 529 000

NSA has been raising its concerns at meetings

not suit the way abattoirs source, train and retain

and will shortly begin to formally request meetings

staff.

with MPs and Ministers to address the issue.

tradesales@allﬂex.co.uk

www.allﬂex.co.uk
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Dog worrying research to help tackle the issue in Scotland

NSA defends UK industry against false
climate change accusations
Members will have seen increasing
media coverage in recent months
calling for the reduction of red
meat consumption. NSA has been
consistently responding to these
claims to dispute the suggestions and
to right the record.

can contribute positively, and could do even more

will have a cooling effect over time. But livestock

with the right incentives. In particular, the role of

are not the only emitters of methane and they

grazed grassland, rotational and permanent leys, in

provide a wide range of other multi-functional

building soil organic matter, soil biology and storing

benefits including converting grasslands that

carbon is ignored.

cannot be cropped into high quality protein and

“Many of the climate change assumptions

nutrients, building soil fertility for subsequent crop

regarding ruminant livestock farming are based on

production, adding to mixed farm environments

global systems of production that are very different

that are good for biodiversity, and a landscape that

to our mainstream methods here in the UK. Our

people enjoy.

systems are predominantly grass based and grazed,

NSA will continue to counter these claims and

and operate in harmony with wildlife, rather than a

to share its research work into sheep integration

feedlot style production based on crop production,

through its reports that highlight how upland

our extensive livestock sectors so frequently caught

feed processing and transport.”

and lowland regions, grassland and arable and

up within criticisms of agriculture and their impact

Greenhouse gases

Phil Stocker, NSA Chief Executive, comments: “It is
really frustrating for NSA and sheep farmers to see

By Jen Craig, Regional Chairman

NSA Scottish Region has again been busy bringing
Scottish sheep farmers’ messages to policymakers to
help protect and strengthen our industry.
We are pleased about the research now being done into the prevalence
and impact of dog attacks on sheep in Scotland. We have been told it

continue to push for this change to come into place before next season.

NSA Scottish Region really encourages any members who are invited
to participate to do so, as this will hopefully help to address the very real
problem of dog worrying. We got to see the survey in advance and gave
our backing to it. If done well it should provide an interesting picture of
the issues.

Brexit planning
NSA Scottish Region Vice Chairman Maimie Paterson and I attended a
meeting with Scottish Rural Affairs Minister Fergus Ewing. The meeting

different greenhouse gases. Mr Stocker continues:

NSA Head Office.

Unbalanced

of the equation for a moment you can easily argue

NSA has been clear it supports the need for

that sheep farming in the UK helps combat climate

measures to reduce global warming and address

change. It absorbs and stores carbon, reduces risks

species decline. However, it is concerned some of

of wildfires and enhances soil conditions.

from the Committee for Climate Change, relating

old methods of greenhouse gas conversion to

to agriculture and food are unbalanced, based on

carbon equivalents will inevitably make things look

inadequate science and understands little about

bad. But methane acts very differently to carbon

the UK sheep industry in its criticisms of red meat

dioxide and nitrous oxide and in comparison has a

production.

short, rotational life cycle which means, as long as

Mr Stocker explains: “Livestock farming appears
to be an easy target that is fashionable to attack,
but the reality is that farming methods in the UK

livestock numbers stay stable, methane levels don’t
build.”
It can be argued reducing livestock numbers

disappointed by the decision to abort this
season’s planned change to sheep aging in
relation to carcase splitting.
The initial delay was due to the Government
not wanting to risk the UK’s third country
status, which would have been essential to
trade goods with the EU in the event of a
risk of a no deal had declined it was agreed
it was too late to make the regulatory
changes required to implement the change

Shortly after the previous edition of this magazine went to print,
Natural England announced its decision to release 30 breeding

for this season.
Having agreed we had little choice but

pairs of white tailed (sea) eagles onto the Isle of Wight over a five-

to accept this delay, NSA is now calling for

year period, beginning this summer.

Defra to maintain progress over the next

NSA was extremely disappointed at the news, having opposed

few months, while we are still within the

the release on the grounds these large apex predators are known

EU, with the aim that the change to an

to cause problems for farmers, as has been seen since their release

end of June cut-off date can be signed off

in Scotland. NSA continues to voice concerns and has questioned Natural England on its decision,

before this summer’s store lamb sales begin.

as the approval for release suggests there is a greater abundance of natural wildlife for prey than

There will be farmers who have lost out

has previously been suggested within criticism of agriculture and its impact on biodiversity.

financially due to this abandonment and,

NSA has also requested to sit on the industry steering group for the release, which will allow it

this time round, we need store lamb buyers

to continue to voice sheep farmers’ concerns and help guide the release in a way that limits the

to be confident of the situation before the

damage to farmers as far as possible.

sales begin.
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over the industry and we still have to continue to be prepared for a worstA compensatory headage payment and a variable premium scheme were

no deal Brexit. By the time the immediate

Release of sea eagles anticipated

drop in the event of a no-deal Brexit. While we know Brexit has been

case no-deal scenario.

As widely reported, NSA was very

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

In view of the delay to Brexit, it was also agreed the postponed changes to
soon as possible. It is disappointing this won’t come this season, but we will

activities that may be less popular to criticise.”

“When methane is added to the equation, the

compensation scheme.

to prevent attacks and minimise impact where they do occur.

postponed for six months it does nothing to lift the uncertainty that hangs

the recommendations in recent reports, such as that

However, if the politicians can do their jobs and find a Brexit

financial and emotional impact on farmers, and also investigate measures

Copies of these reports are available online or from

Update on splitting

lamb promotion and marketing was also suggested.

the hogg mouthing regulations should now be progressed and finalised as

NSA is also calling for more distinction between
“While we can’t ignore methane, if we take it out

was highlighted as a priority, and increased funding for

will explore the wide-ranging impacts on sheep from such attacks, the

was an opportunity to discuss compensation for the predicted lamb price

when there is little mention of genuinely damaging

UK Government to find ways of facilitating lamb exports

compromise that the majority can support, there will be no need a for a

woodland can benefit from the integration of sheep.

on climate change and biodiversity. Particularly
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Range of policy work in devolved nations

two of the options discussed and, although neither is perfect, it’s a case of

A busy few months ahead
for NSA in Wales
By Helen Roberts, Regional Development Officer

Show season is up on us again and, although a meeting
of the shows and Welsh Government took place at the
end of last year, the quarantine unit rules still apply and continue to
affect entries at some events.
In fact, it had an impact on NSA Welsh Sheep with some Welsh
breeds not attending this year as it followed straight after the Spring
Festival at Builth. Although NSA Cymru/Wales Region agrees with the

trying to make the best of a bad job. The need for the

principle of quarantining livestock, the criteria needs to work for the

Directing sheep policy in a
positive direction for NI

The region is looking forward to the Royal Welsh Show and would

By Edward Adamson, Regional Development Officer

industry.
like to remind all members they are most welcome to come and see
us on the stand or at the reception on the Monday afternoon.

Carcase splitting

NSA Northern Ireland Region has been working with the

NSA Cymru/Wales Region is disappointed to receive official

Veterinary Association (AVSPNI) in an attempt to deal

confirmation from Welsh Government that the change from toothing

with the increasing problems arising in flocks with scab. Our next meeting

to a calendar date in the carcase splitting decision has officially

will be held in June and we will update members on that in due course.

been delayed. However, it welcomes that a decision has been made,
offering clarity to producers.

As a member of Farm Quality Assured Standard Setting Committee, NSA

The move to a calendar cut off day would hugely help the market

NI Region has also been discussing the Red Tractor policy of unannounced

and not doing so is a hinderance to store producers. Brexit has been

inspections where there has been a non-conformance.

used as an excuse to not make the changes needed, and we hope this

We feel our scheme already has a good policy in place to manage
any potential risks and consider unannounced inspections would not

will be rectified and sorted in time for the 2020 season.
There are several consultations out now which need members’

be possible in Northern Ireland as there are a large number of part

input in order that we can put a full and meaningful response in.

time farmers who also have full time jobs and would be unable to be

NSA Cymru/ Wales Region has already tabled a response on the

present and unable to get to the farm at short notice when unannounced

proposed EU animal health law, as the revised text favours the UK as

inspectors arrive.

a result of the lobbying UK officials and industry representatives have

We are also trying to address the situation regarding antimicrobial

had with the European Commission (more on page 14). The other

resistance and are looking at the possibility of introducing a farmer

consultation is about new proposals to boost security for tenanted

training course to increase knowledge on the safe use of antibiotics. A

farmers. Welsh Government wants to better understand of the views

course would hopefully pre-empt the statuary bodies making such training

of both tenants and landlords on agricultural mortgages agricultural

mandatory within an anticipated NI antimicrobial resistance plan.

mortgages and repossession proceedings.

NIFAIS, the replacement for our APHIS scheme, which at present is
the database for all livestock movements, has ran into quite a few IT and

Further details can be found at www.gov.wales/agricultural-tenancy-

software problems and is unlikely to be introduced for some time.

reform and the consultation closes on 2nd July.
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What can you do to improve your
farm’s ecology and natural diversity?
By Chloe Palmer, contributor

It is now widely accepted that future
UK farming policies will have an even
greater focus on environment and
ecology.

more, such as planting small areas of woodland
for wildlife but cannot do this because we only
have short term licences on most of our land.”
In England, farmers have continued to deliver

Setting the scene
By Phil Stocker, NSA

significant environmental benefits on their farms

Some may feel it is dangerous territory

despite many shunning the unpopular countryside

to use Sheep Farmer magazine to write

But does this mean sheep farmers will have to

stewardship scheme. They believe it makes

about improving conditions for wildlife and

fundamentally change what they’re currently

economic sense to provide ‘public goods’ such as

biodiversity.

doing - or would a flexible approach, as advocated

healthy soil and enhanced biodiversity.

for by NSA, mean practices already being

Neil Hestletine exemplifies this approach. He

Should our magazine not be all about

farms at Hill Top Farm on the edge of the village

sheep husbandry, sheep related politics and

widely adopted?

of Malham in the Yorkshire Dales National Park.

sheepmeat markets?

The land lies at 365-545m (1,200-1,800ft) above

It was my decision to run an article like this

concepts in a range of areas to get people

sea level and so Mr Hestletine’s choice of Belted

and the reasoning was simple; NSA believes in

thinking, starting with John Fyall of the NSA

Galloway cattle and pure bred Swaledale sheep

the environmental benefits of sheep farming

Scottish Region Committee.

suit the local environment.

and good environmental performance is

Ambitious steps

scheme, the old higher level scheme and the mid

Providing environmental goods already

tier scheme. While the schemes make a valuable

provides important income for sheep farmers

contribution to farm income, he is adamant each

and its likely to become even more important.

John has taken ambitious steps to improve the
environment since taking on a tenancy at Sittyton,
Aberdeenshire, 10 years ago.
He says: “Since arriving at Sittyton we have
planted more than 2km of new hedgerows and a

Mr Hestletine has land in the higher tier

enterprise on the farm must stand up in its own
right.

small area of woodland. We have chosen to cut

Productivity

nutrient hungry ryegrass from our seed mix in

“The environmental side of what we do is very

favour of diverse and durable swards of fescues,

important to us but I have to make sure each

clovers, plantain and chicory.

enterprise is paying. We want to show the

“In last year’s drought, these deep rooting

meat we are producing here makes a positive

species did very well compared to productive

contribution to the environment and in mitigating

grasses. This year we are trying a field of sainfoin

climate change,” Mr Hestletine says.

for high quality hay for the cattle and follow on

As a member of Pasture for Life, Mr Hestletine

grazing for the sheep. This will also benefit the

is committed to finishing his beef and lamb

soil and offer a valuable source of nectar for

from grass with almost no bought-in inputs. He

pollinators.”

explains: “We have reduced our sheep numbers

Mr Fyall rents some land as well as running his
home farm. He adds: “We would like to do much
Swaledales suit the local environment
in the Yorkshire Dales.

significantly to just 150 purebred Swaledale ewes
and we no longer use sprays or fertiliser and we

Specialist rural advice in the heart
of the South West
enquiries@om.uk | om.uk
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implemented on some farms could be more
This article introduces a variety of different

Financial experts,
fuelling ambition

important for our reputation.

Natural resources and environmental
conditions are clearly under pressure. The
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health and wellbeing of people is increasingly
recognised as being affected by environmental
factors. Sheep farmers can do more to improve
our environment and we must do more to show
the public how beneficial sheep farming is.
The regular observations I’ve heard from
within our ranks is that our own wildlife is
getting scarcer. For us it could be the hedgehog
or the cuckoo, bees or moths but this is being
amplified by other species across the globe.
This article was commissioned to take a look
at what is going on already on sheep farms
in terms of environmental by-products from
the sheep farming system, what people are
doing to benefit from environmental payments,
and what some people are choosing to do
additionally just because they think it’s right.
It should get NSA members thinking in
preparation for what is likely to be coming
down the line in future years regarding farm
support schemes and it may just spark a bit of
interest and some good ideas that will only
help our image and reputation.
While most sheep farmers are passionate
about their environment it is also a fact most
agricultural education and training has evaded
the subject of ecology, so it shouldn’t be a
surprise that it’s not always considered as part
of management decisions, or that agricultural
ecology isn’t well integrated into farm policy
support. However, this is where we are heading
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now, and we’d be better placed if we grasped
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the concept and made it our own.
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Sheep fit into almost any natural environment,

Trees can provide many environmental benefits but can also work well within a
sheep enterprise.
Diana Fairclough and her partner Ben Anthony farm at Frowen Farm, Whitland, Camarthenshire, and have
14ha (35 acres) of woodland within the 60ha (145 acres) of owned land alongside an additional rented

SPECIAL FEATURE

e Trees
/ Sheep and Pin
Credit: Chris Upson

SPECIAL FEATURE

Trees and sheep

40ha (100 acres). They run a flock of 750 Aberfield cross Tregaron ewes and 15 suckler cows.
They first looked at the Glastir Woodland Creation grants when they wanted to fence part of the farm
boundary. Diana says: “Because we have woodland around much of the farm we were able to secure funding towards

bringing huge benefits to the land.

new fencing if we were willing to carry out some additional tree planting.
“We also looked at Glastir Woodland Management grants to help us improve our existing woodland. This funded thinning, more tree planting,
need the close grazed turf during the breeding

our sheep enterprise is more sustainable both

season. If there is too much rush in a field they

environmentally and economically.”

will not breed there.”

Additionally, Mr Hestletine is actively involved

sustainability as the principal goal.
Andy Wear is a first generation farmer who
bought Fernhill Farm in the Mendip Hills,

Mr Keiley believes by paying for results the

Somerset, in 1997 with his wife Jennifer.

in the Limestone Country Project which aims

onus is on the farmer to do the right thing to

Describing himself as ‘passionate about

to conserve some of the iconic species in this

benefit the species that the scheme is designed

regenerative agriculture’, Mr Wear adopts a

precious part of the Yorkshire Dales. He says

around. He comments: “The scheme is more

planned holistic grazing regime across the

careful stewardship of the upland limestone

flexible than traditional agri-environment

1,200ha (3,000 acres) where he grazes his flock

pasture has contributed to the recovery of rare

schemes because you can tweak the

of 1,850 ewes.

plants such as the birdseye primrose.

management to suit your farming system and

He says: “I have been practising rotational

“It enabled us to fence the sheep out of woodlands which helps us to manage them as they always go there if they are ill or injured. The work we
have done has enhanced the woodland for wildlife; we see more birds now and the native woodland flora is now regenerating.”
NSA supports the integration of trees into the farm landscape, rather than turning large areas of agricultural land over to forestry.
More at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/policy-work.

Encouraging barn owls

it takes into account local knowledge. If you do

grazing with sheep for more than 30 years. I

farm together in Wensleydale and the flock of 500

something damaging that impacts on the habitat

started off by all winter grazing the land we

purebred Swaledale ewes is the mainstay of their

your score will be reduced so you will receive

rent using electric fencing to enable us to move

farm business. They are involved in the ‘payment

less income from the scheme. If you do the right

the sheep regularly and the feedback from our

by results’ pilot agri-environment scheme led by

thing and manage in a way which encourages

landlords was there was much more grass. We

The Hope Valley Farmers group in the Peak District has linked up with local bird enthusiasts John

the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority and

the target flora or fauna, you will secure a higher

extended this approach into the summer months

Ellicock and Lester Hartman to put up barn owl boxes on their farms. Each site is assessed to ensure

are enthusiastic advocates of this new approach.

score and be paid more.”

and it worked extremely well so now we use this

the boxes are erected in an appropriate location surrounded by suitable habitat.

Andrew Keiley and his partner Hannah Fawcett

Pilot scheme

Agri-environment payments are essential to

regenerative format across all the land we graze.

the survival of hill farmers, he says, and play a

“Regenerative agriculture improves soil health

Mr Keiley says: “The payment by results scheme

vital role in keeping important native breeds

because there is an increased number and

is a means of securing more income without

such as the Swaledale on the hills. He adds:

variety of microbes in the soil. We see increased

having to go off farm, while at the same time

“The Swaledale is an environmental tool for the

plant diversity and more species with deep roots,

improving the environment. We have land in

uplands and is a premium product but they are

which aids soil structure, allowing water to

both elements of the scheme; the habitat for

disappearing. The payment by results scheme

percolate through the soil profile during periods

wading birds and the traditional hay meadows.

will help us to keep these vital breeds because

of heavy rainfall.

“We have an oxbow lake and floodplain

it directs the funding to the active farmer. It has

as the River Ure runs through our land and it

the chance to be groundbreaking and hopefully

is a haven for waders such as curlew, lapwing,

will be rolled out at a wider scale.”

redshank and oystercatcher. The sheep help to
produce the right habitat for these species which
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There are increasing numbers of farmers who
adopt approaches to lamb production which set

Timber Buildings.
Natural products from
renewble sources.
Caring for the environment.
EXAMPLE

3 BAY
MONOPITCH
as shown

45ft X 17ft X 10ft 6in eaves
£5,250 + vat

£6,300inc VAT
delivered

Many other options
available - please see website

FARMPLUS

SHAY LANE, LONGRIDGE, PRESTON PR3 3BT
TEL: 01772 785252 www.farmplus.co.uk
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REFER A FRIEND
Refer a friend or
a neighbour to
join NSA using the
membership form
at the back of this
edition for your
chance to win a
JFC-Agri
foam footbath.

Rejuvenation
“We took on some arable land which was an
environmental desert. After reverting it back to
grassland and mob grazing, three years on it is
buzzing with activity and the soil surface is thick
with worm casts.”
To improve his efficiency, Mr Wear has
simplified his business as far as possible and
says holistic grazing is a key part of this. Ensuring
there is always fresh grass to turn ewes and
lambs onto reduces the worm burden and means
sheep are more likely to thrive in testing climatic
conditions.
Mr Wear says: “We suffered with the drought
last year like everyone and our Romney ewes
lost some condition over the summer months.
But when the rain arrived in the autumn they did
very well and lambing percentages at scanning

Credit: Steven Wa
rd, Wikimedia Com
mons

feed virtually no concentrates. This has meant

grey squirrel trapping and fencing within and around our existing woodland.

A key reason for the decline in barn owls in the UK is loss of nesting and
roosting sites because they are not well adapted to cold and wet weather.

Mr Ellicock says: “The farmed landscape has far fewer derelict buildings than in the past and modern
barns are frequently completely sealed. But there is much we can do to help barn owls overcome the loss of their
nesting sites.
“Where a concerted effort has been made in counties such as Cheshire and Lincolnshire, populations have been restored. Here in the Hope Valley,
by working with farmers, we hope to make a difference so more people can witness the magical site of a barn owl in the British landscape.”

Allowing hay meadows to grow
naturally on farm allows a health
habitat for wildlife to flourish.

were up on the previous year.”
www.nationalsheep.org.uk
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The future for the farm in the current climate has got to be
about producing beef and lamb from grass and forage crops.
This farm grows grass and we have to utilise it efficiently
while being sensitive to the environment at all times.

By Eleanor Phipps, NSA

With 2,000ha (5,000 acres) on one
of the most recognised estates in
the UK, managing the in-hand farms
at Chatsworth certainly provides a
challenge for Farm Manager and
NSA Central Region Chairman David
Howlett.

alongside other businesses within the Devonshire

mothers with plenty of milk. This enabled us to

Group, whilst doing its bit for the landscape

produce our own crossbred ewe and resulted in

at Chatsworth. David says: “The parkland and

our own stratification system within the different

surrounding landscape would not look as it does

flocks.”

without the grazing animals, and its our job to
maintain that.”
David’s ambition was to farm an extensive grass
based system but his biggest concern when he
arrived at Chatsworth was the cost of out-wintering
the main Mule flock with concentrates on some of

David moved to Derbyshire from Norfolk in 2014
with his wife Sara and young family to take over

the parkland grazing.
The estate runs from 400ft to 1100ft above

the running of Chatsworth Farms, owned by the

sea level with a large proportion of the land

Duke and Duchess of Devonshire.

being marginal permanent pasture. David adds:

The set-up came with an established herd of

“The Mules had the run of the grazing and were

pedigree Limousin cattle, and David has since

on concentrates, but we just couldn’t keep the

added a small pedigree Hereford and Luing herd.

condition on them throughout the winter months.”

The sheep flock is made up of 2,000 Mule ewes,
900 Lleyns, 500 Swaledales, 200 Aberfield cross
Lleyns, and associated replacement ewe hoggs
for all the different flocks. The diversity of breeds
across the estate work well as different parts of
the farm requires different management. David
comments: “Each breed has its strengths and
weaknesses and we can use these to have the right
outcomes across the farm.”
The farm is run much the same any other
farming enterprise and has to prove its viability

The Lleyn ewes are crossed
with Aberfield tups.

Lleyn flock
David therefore made the decision to introduce
some Lleyn ewes, as he believed the breed would

David Howlett

David Howlett (right) and Assistant
Manager Jack Charleton.

Terminal sire
The current terminal sire of choice is Beltex cross
Charolais rams, which produce 19-20kg carcases
for the Chatsworth Estate Farmshop and Cafe,

David crosses his Aberfield cross Lleyn

with any surplus lambs sold to Dunbia and other

ewes with a terminal sire to produce

abattoirs. David says: “The carcases we produce off

lambs for the estate’s farm shop.

of the Lleyn and Aberfield ewes are exactly what
our outlets require, so this works well for us.”
in the public eye, David deals with plenty of

The main lambing at Chatsworth takes place
from early April, with a small percentage of ewes

opportunity for problems to arise. He comments:

lambed in February to ensure an all year-round

“Lameness can be a challenge at certain times

supply for the farm shop. The Mule flock lamb

in at lambing time and contractors are used for

of the year as well as dog worrying. With land

indoors over a three-week period to Suffolk and

shearing, dipping and scanning. Ben also looks after

open to the public we need to be vigilant with

Texel tups, followed by the Lleyns and Swales

the lambs away on forage crops at the tenant farms

our stock management at all times”.

outdoors at the end of April.

on the estate.

David doesn’t benchmark on output per hectare,

David works alongside his Assistant Farm
Manager, Jack Charleton, who recently joined the

throughout the year, such as horse trials,

team. Jack has the ability to step in at peak times

gundog trials and a country fair. This creates

He comments: “The Lleyns have wintered with no

and marginal grazing, which is all in environmental

and assist wherever is required, whether on farm

unusual challenges for the farming activities;

feed and scanning at 180%. The biggest challenge

stewardship with stocking restrictions, so we would

or in the office. Jack recently won the NSA Central

however, David says his team cope with this

had proved to be reducing condition score prior to

struggle to set meaningful targets. We have created

Region Next Generation Shepherd Competition,

‘admirably’.

lambing.”

a system where we do not stock too hard, the sheep

which now qualifies him for the national final at

Recently Chatsworth Farms took a

look after themselves with minimal concentrate

NSA Sheep 2020. David comments: “With a strong

neighbouring tenant farm back in hand, which

operating a closed flock is also starting to have

feeding and in turn look after the environment

team like this I can confidently leave them to the

provided a new challenge as the land is organic.

its advantages. He adds: “Once the Lleyn flock was

through reduced inputs such as fertiliser.”

day to day running while I am able to work on

David says: “We decided to keep the 200ha (500

other areas, but we make the decisions as a team.”

acres) of land in an organic scheme which has

Furthermore, David says his system of

established the decision was then made to use

The farm employs two full time shepherds, Ben

the Aberfield ram on the Lleyn. The lambs grow

Randles who oversees the Lleyn and Swaledale

quickly, grade very well and we have retained the

flocks and Neil Priestley who shepherds the Mule

ewe lambs as the crossbred ewes are really good

ewes and Aberfield flocks. Extra help is brought

Finishing
David says the move away from selling store
successful change for the farm. He explains: “We
have the opportunity to finish lambs on forage

Each breed has its strengths
and weaknesses and we can use
these to have the right outcomes
across the farm.
David Howlett

Chatsworth is home

• 2,000ha (5,000 acre) farm.
• Herd of 300 Hereford and 		
Limousin suckler cows, as well
as Luing cattle on the moor.
• Flock comprised of 2,000
Mules, 900 Lleyns, 500
Swaledales and 200 Lleyn		
cross Aberfields.
• Marginal land ranging from 		
400ft to 1100ft.
• Involved in wide range of 		
stewardship schemes.

suit this land type rather than try to make one
breed fit in all circumstances.”

With a key focus on producing lamb from a

“We also grow stubble turnips and forage

Farm facts

types, sometimes the system and breeds have to

the estate.

grass-fed ewe, David is clear the grassland

rape on our in-hand arable unit, and we are

must be productive. Accordingly, he has been

starting to see the benefits of the ‘golden hoof’

reducing fertiliser use over the past three years

in the arable rotation. Removing the lambs from

while still managing to increase stock numbers.

the grass at Chatsworth also gives the ewes

He adds: “We recently introduced rotational

more area to run on in the winter.”

grazing on some parts of the farm and grass
output has increased. This again presented

The estate’s moorland is grazed

schemes and programmes, as well as

many challenges when so much of the grazing

local groups. All lambs are EID tagged at

land is open access, with footpaths crossing.

birth, allowing David and his team to use

However, there are certain areas of the farm

management software to make decisions and

which can be rotationally grazed and this is

producing beef and lamb from grass and forage

compare performance between the different

working well.”

crops. This farm grows grass and we have to

David concludes: “The future for the farm

With such a wide spread of land and being
www.nationalsheep.org.uk

We farm over a large area of land and land

Key focus

flocks.

to 2,000 Mules.

added yet another dimension to the business.

crops both in Norfolk and on tenanted farms on

The farm is involved in various health

SHEEPFARMER

parkland and other areas of the estate

instead he focuses on the output per labour unit.

lambs to finishing everything has been a
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Chatsworth hosts numerous events on

To date, David says his theory has proved successful. He comments: “We have large areas of moorland

thrive on the unimproved pastures with little input.

FARM FEATURE
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Extensive grass-based system priority
for new Central Region Chairman
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in the current climate has got to be about

by 500 Swaledales.

utilise it efficiently while being sensitive to the
environment at all times.”
SHEEPFARMER
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Following a flurry of applications, a
tricky shortlisting process and then
some grueling interviews, the first
ever winners of the NSA Samuel
Wharry Memorial Award for the Next
Generation have been announced.

at the world shearing championships in France.
Marie says: “I am looking forward to putting my
environmental sciences background to great use
in studying practical considerations for welfare
during shearing in the Northern Hemisphere by
connecting animal, social and environmental
sciences with their practical applications on farm.

The NSA travel bursaries are generously

I am so pleased and grateful to both NSA and the

supported by the Company of Merchants of

Staple for providing me with this opportunity and

the Staple of England.

Thanks to generous support from the Company

look forward to feeding back from my trip on my

of Merchants of the Staple of England, the award

return.”

takes the form of two travel bursaries to support
overseas study trips.
Joanne Briggs, NSA Operations Director, reports:
“This is the first time NSA has awarded a bursary
and we are thrilled with the outcome so far. The
awards are in memory of Country Antrim sheep
farmer Samuel Wharry, who was NSA Chairman
when he passed away suddenly in May 2017.
Samuel was an advocate for the application
of science and technology on farm and we are
confident he would be pleased to hear of the
study tours our selected recipients will take. All
at NSA hope Sam’s enthusiasm, curiosity and
practical nature will live on through this scheme.”

Shearing welfare
Selected from a high calibre group of short-listed
applicants, Marie Prebble from Kent and Charlotte
(Charlie) Beaty from Warwickshire can now begin
to firm up travel plans as both have been chosen
to receive bursaries of £2,750 to explore sheep
farming enterprises overseas.
Marie, who NSA members may already
be familiar with as she is also an NSA Next
Generation Ambassador, farms 550 Romney
breeding ewes in Kent. Alongside managing her
flock, Marie also works as a contract shearer and

Mr Fell comments: “I was very impressed at
the interest shown in the new award and at the

Determination and adaptation help young
county council farmers kick-start careers
With fewer and fewer county council
farm tenancies available, are they still
a good route into the industry? Tom
Chapman, 28, says his experience
securing a tenancy on a unit near
Eccleshall, on the Staffordshire/
Shropshire border, has been a useful
learning curve for his sheep farming
journey.

Grassland management

quality of the applicants. The eight applicants we
interviewed demonstrated a good involvement in

The second recipient, Charlie Beaty, farms 300

He comments: “I have been faced with many

the sheep sector and the challenges facing it. The

North Country Mules in Warwickshire alongside

challenges since taking on my tenancy, the first

subjects they wished to study were wide ranging

her family’s arable and beef enterprise and is

of which was moving to a whole new area having

and very pertinent to those various challenges.

grown up in Warwickshire. Getting used to being

planning on travelling to New Zealand to explore
ways of improving grassland management.
Charlie explains: “With the current uncertainty
facing the UK sheep industry I feel sheep farmers
should be looking to lower production costs by
maximising the potential of the cheapest feed
available to them – grass. I have chosen to travel
to New Zealand as I don’t believe grassland
management can be seen better in any other
country. I am now very excited to plan each stage
of my trip and look forward to working with
NSA and the Staple to make the most of this

away from my family network and learning all the

Enthusiasm
“The process was well structured and fair and, as
a major supporter, we in the Merchant Company
of the Staple of England are delighted with the
result. Marie and Charlie were brimming with
ideas and enthusiasm and I’m sure will prove
worthy recipients of our new award.”
Marie and Charlie both plan to set off for their

roads and local farmers has taken time. Also making

to improve and make the farm more productive,
through soil and grass and fencing and trying to do
these things while building stock numbers.”
However, some of these challenges were

back in time to advise my younger, more exuberant
self, I would tell him to do it all again. I’ve really

helped by an accommodating landlord. Tom adds:

enjoyed this opportunity to farm in my own right

“The county council as a landlord has been very

and for the lifestyle it’s provided for me and my

accommodating for us and helped sort drainage

family.”

and ditches when we moved in, and it also
provided concrete for us to improve the yards.”
Despite this, however, Tom is facing uncertainty
as more and more county council farms are being
sold off to raise funds for councils that are strapped
for cash. Tom adds: “I’m currently having to make
serious decisions about the future as my council
farm is one of the 16 the council plan to sell this
year.”
However, Tom still says it is worthwhile. He
comments: “If I had a time machine and could go

Tom’s farm is at risk of
being sold this year.

working relationships and building a reputation
for myself in a new area was an initial challenge.”

Improvements
If adapting to a new area wasn’t difficult enough,

If I had a time machine and could go back in time to advise my younger,
more exuberant self, I would tell him to do it all again.

Tom has had the added challenge of improving the
farm. He adds: “It has been a real challenge to try

Tom Chapman

information-gathering trips later in 2019 and
will report back to NSA on their findings in Sheep

Further down the line is Jim Beary,
who started his career on a county
council farm, which he used as a
stepping stone before moving on two
years ago.

family, but we didn’t have a family farm I could

Jim farmed on a

take on. Taking on the county council farm really

county council farm

gave me the opportunity to get my foot on the

from five years at the

farming ladder. Its hard but doable, you just have

start of his career.

Scientist and Communications Director) and Jane

Jim says: “I took on a council tenancy about seven

Smith (NSA Wales & Border Ram Sales Executive

years ago and began by making and selling hay

Considerations

Director).

and silage and grazing other people’s sheep until

opportunity.”
Marie and Charlie were selected following

Farmer magazine and at NSA events and meetings
across the UK.

interviews with Edward Adamson (NSA Northern
Ireland Region Development Officer and close
friend of Samuel Wharry), Stephen Fell (Company

Charlie Beaty.

of Merchants of the Staple of England Charitable
Trust), Professor Lee Innes (Moredun Principle

I had raised the funds to start building up my own

plans to keep shearing and sheep welfare central

stock.”

to her journey.

At his peak point during the tenancy, Jim was

Marie plans to use her bursary to travel to

running 600 ewes and 230 calves. However, he

Norway and Iceland following a trip to compete

had to make a decision when he was told his farm
was up for consideration to be sold. He adds: “The
county tenancy really got me going, but after five

to make the best of what you have, keep your eyes
open for any opportunities and, most importantly,
don’t give up.”

He adds: “When you’re getting started its
important to ensure the rent is realistic, the farm

to be prepared with a plan and a goal.
He says: “A county council tenancy is a great

is in a decent state, or the landlord is willing to

way to help you get started in a field where

make investments, and to really think about your

opportunities are few and far between. But sadly,

end goal.”

we are in danger of losing them at the moment.

With much uncertainty around many county

For those young people looking to take one on,

council farms and their future, Jim says its

it’s a must to have a plan in case their farm is sold,

essential for young people taking on the contracts

and they have to find another route.”

years there was uncertainty about the future of
the farm. When another opportunity came up, I

DOG WORRYING SIGNS AVAILABLE

was able to use the experience and business I
had built as a springboard to really launch my career.”

NSA members can get free dog worrying
signs to warn dog walkers to keep their
dogs on leads. Contact NSA Head Office
to request yours.
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Jim says despite its difficulties, the county
tenancy gave him opportunities he wouldn’t have

A county council tenancy is a great way to help you get started in a field
where opportunities are few and far between.

had otherwise. He says: “I grew up in a farming
Jim Beary
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NEXT GENERATION

NEXT GENERATION

First recipients of NSA Next Generation
travel bursaries announced

Protecting livestock from airborne predators
following license changes in England

A support service has been launched to
provide free advice and technical guidance
to organic farmers and those considering
organic conversion. The Organic Advice,
Support and Information Service (OASIS)

By Julie Robinson, Roythornes

Nobody can have missed the
alarm caused by Natural England’s
unexpected announcement in midApril that it would be revoking three
general licences following a legal
challenge.

has been developed collaboratively by

lethal methods are ineffective or impracticable.
In other words, they are a useful ‘blanket
permission’ for someone to carry out pest control

action is proportionate and that the conservation

that would otherwise be unlawful. A general

status of the species will not be negatively

licence saves repeat applications for individual

affected.

licences, with attendant delays and administrative
burden. But they are far from a free-for-all.
The 2001 case of RSPCA v Cundey looked at

independent farm consultancy Abacus

alternatives have been tried, that the proposed

Considerations

Agriculture and OF&G (Organic Farmers
and Growers). The orangisations say they
are aiming to help farmers decide whether

Latest FEC technology

That is a high bar. It is not that licences are never

organic conversion is right for their farm
business, as well as providing existing
organic farmers with the latest management
and technical guidance. For information about

what a general licence issued under the W&CA

granted; licences to control buzzards preying on

FECPAKG2 technology is becoming a routine part of consultancy services being offered to sheep

Hitting particularly hard was the withdrawal

covers. Mr Cundey was prosecuted for attempting

pheasant poults have passed the tests, and air

farmers by SQPs, according to the company supplying the faecal egg count (FEC) tool. Techion says

of GL04, which gives permission for authorised

to shoot starlings in his garden and argued that he

safety considerations have led to licences being

SQPs are playing a crucial role in effective and sustainable parasite control, improving prescription

persons to kill or take wild birds to prevent serious

had authority under a general licence.

issued to control red kites and other protected

of wormers by having new technology within stores. The FECPAKG2 kit is internet connected and

species. But, being realistic, applications for

image-based, meaning FEC results can be obtained within a couple of hours. This can provide an immediate guide to whether lambs need to be wormed

damage to crops, livestock and feed. The main

The magistrates acquitted him, but the High

organic conversion visit www.organicinfo.org.uk
website or call 08448 000091.

piece of legislation governing what, when and how

Court found they were wrong to have done so

licences to control sea eagles on the Isle of Wight

and support a discussion with a trained SQP around other issues that may be affecting growth rates. To find out if your local animal health merchant offers

farmers can control wild birds and other species is

because he could not show his purpose was either

are unlikely to meet with success, even on the back

the service, or enquire about using the technology on-farm, go to www.techiongroup.com/FECPAKG2.

the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (W&CA).

the protection of public health or the prevention

of sporadic lamb deaths.

Fencing solution

At the time of writing this article, the devolved
administrations in Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland had not made similar announcements and,

of serious damage to livestock, feed or crops.
Starlings are no longer covered by general licences.
Schedule one of the W&CA lists birds that enjoy

for Wales at least, the National Resources Wales

additional protection. These include the white

general licences look to be compliant in a way the

tailed (sea) eagle (to be re-introduced on the Isle

English licences were not.

of Wight from this summer), the golden eagle, the

Criminal liability
In England exemptions from criminal liability are
provided by a series of new general licences.

red kite and harriers, and many other much-loved
species (barn owl, kingfisher etc.).
There are no general licences available that
allow any of these species to be controlled, but

These licences specify the purposes for which

it is possible to apply for an individual licence, as

they may be used and who by, the birds that can

it is for any other wild birds not listed in general

be controlled, the methods that can be used and

licences. Licences to kill chedule one birds are

any additional restrictions. Importantly, they also

rarely issued, and applicants would have to

specify the licence can only be relied on where

demonstrate the species concerned is causing

someone is satisfied all appropriate legal, non-

damage and what kind of damage, that other

New born lamb with damage
from a corvid attack.

Advice for farmers:

A new dropper post is now available from Gallagher. The dropper, Gallagher claims, offers a system that allows farmers to erect fencing easily and with

• Always act within the confines for
the licence you hold.

right height. Gallagher says it is cheaper to purchase than full fencing and allows the use of tape fencing as well as smooth wire, cord or poly wire.

fewer posts, while staying properly tensioned. The Line Post Dropper is a floating post that is designed to keeps the fencing between two posts at the
Visit www.gallagher.eu for more information.

• In an emergency, where immediate
action to protect livestock must
be taken outside the confines of
your licence, notify your national
administration as soon as possible.
This doesn’t cover the killing of any
schedule one species.
• Where no general licence is
available, and no individual licence
is in place, if you deem it necessary
to shoot a bird, you must have
applied for an individual licence
prior to and must notify your
wildlife body as soon as possible
after shooting.
• Be cautious when allowing others
to shoot on your land. Check they
know what they can and cannot
shoot, and their gun licences and
insurance. It is best if you know
who they are.
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Organic support

SPONSORED FEATURE

SPONSORED FEATURE

Livestock auction marts are
supporting the rural community

Livestock auction marts allow fair
prices in a competitive setting.

Sponsored by LAA

Livestock auction markets across
England and Wales are contributing
at least £3.42 billion, supporting over
3,000 jobs, and helping sheep farmers
achieve fair prices in-line with market
demand, according to a new report
from independent economic analyst,
Sean Rickard.
The report, commissioned by the Livestock
Auctioneers Association (LAA), reveals the

market will guarantee a fair price.
Mr Rickard comments: “Auction markets are

The process of engaging
in a transparent and fair

not only intuitive and transparent, but as neither

process of price discovery also delivers the value

buyer or seller can unfairly influence the price,

of much reduced transaction costs. In an auction

they ensure the price is ‘fair’ – it accurately reflects

market, animals with different genetics from

current demand based on available information.”

alternative breeders and finishers are on offer in

This is perhaps best illustrated by the return
of liveweight sheep sales following the foot-and-

one location, thereby reducing the costs of search.

mouth crisis in 2001. Farmers were quick to feel

Reduced costs

the benefit when they were able to return to the

Watching and listening to other buyers reduces

marts once they re-opened, having been squeezed

the costs of seeking information on value. The

by abattoirs when forced to sell direct.

auction market guarantees the trade will be
honoured, reducing the costs of enforcement.

The growth of direct and deadweight selling

sheep sector in particular benefits hugely from

was largely driven by supermarkets in the 1990s,

the transparency of the live sales ring. Over 10

but the power of these same supermarkets to

million sheep were traded through livestock

dictate trends is increasingly facing challenges

markets in England and Wales in 2017, making a

from consumers wielding their considerable clout.

The result is that buyers, in making better, more

Key findings
• Both buyers and sellers benefit from fair
prices, accurately reflecting current 		
demand.
• Sheep farmers, as small businesses, gain

figures don’t consider the total contribution of

the advantage of equality when selling in

ancillary businesses, such as farm supply stores

a public auction.

located on-site or nearby.
“The estimated expenditure and employment

• Without auction markets, sheep 		

farmers can meet with trained social and health

be smaller.

of the total contributions of auction markets,

workers to share their concerns and, if appropriate,

because the values do not include the

directly address issues raised by stress and illness.”

• Animal welfare responsibilities are 		

expenditure and employment generated by

to preferences, do so at minimum cost.

markets.

businesses located within their sites or in close

report clearly confirms the importance of the live

proximity,” explains Mr Rickard.

sales ring in securing fair prices, and a transparent

Farmers have long used markets as a

• Livestock markets are at the centre of an

benchmarking tool, being able to see the

agricultural network, providing both a 		
social and business hub.

supermarkets have all adopted ‘corporate and

differences in stock, condition and quality. If

same year.

social responsibility strategies’, involving a greater

lambs are not achieving the best price, and the

focus on more traditional farming methods, a

farmer can’t see why, they can ask the buyer

heightened interest in traceability and enhanced

the question, there and then. It also remains

and Wales directly employ some 2,599 people,

businesses that not only includes livestock-

animal welfare.

the case that only auction markets can allow

generating a turnover of £1.76 billion. By using

related activities such as feed companies, farm

buyers to satisfy themselves as to the integrity

Office of National Statistics (ONS) calculations, this

machinery sales offices and land agents, but also

This mindset aligns well with the role and

Rural network
Livestock auction markets are now increasingly

The 110 livestock auctions markets in England

found at the centre of a network of rural

markets in England and Wales, and how this

contribution of auction markets, offering cautious

of the animals being offered for sale by directly

direct expenditure injected into the economy is

non-farming activities including retail outlets,

stretches beyond the direct support to the

optimism of upward trends in liveweight sales of

engaging with sellers.

boosted by a further £1.66 billion of indirect and

conference facilities and venues for social

livestock industry and farmers. It also investigates

sheep in coming years. The ability of the live sales

induced expenditure, totalling £3.42 billion to the

gatherings.

the benefits to buyers, vendors and the livestock

ring to rapidly respond to demands of specific

will necessarily be relocated during their lives.

industry in general, as well as animal welfare

markets, such as for halal meats, makes the

Lambs born in hill and upland areas need to move

within livestock auction markets.

auctions the lifeblood for trade.

to lowland pastures where grass is more plentiful
for finishing. It is the existence of livestock auction

Sheep farms are small businesses and as

A further advantage, particularly considering

A significant proportion of sheep populations

At the heart of these hubs, livestock auction

economy.

and traceable marketing system for the sheep
sector, it also highlights the often-missed benefits
to the wider rural economy.
“The report clearly identifies that without
livestock auction markets farmers would be in
a far worse position due to lack of competition,
and livestock numbers across England and Wales
would inevitably fall. Knock-on effects to the
wider rural economy would be devastating. The
farming community must get behind and support
its livestock auction markets.”

markets also carry a social responsibility. Farming

The full report is published on the Livestock Auctioneers

markets contribute total employment to the

has become an increasingly isolated and lonely

Association website at www.laa. co.uk/news.

equivalent of 3,095 full-time jobs. However, these

occupation, and the social networking the auction

Following the same ONS calculations, livestock

markets that facilitates this necessary movement

such have little market power when compared to

the increasing consumer demand for traceability,

large scale, corporate food companies. Put simply,
they are weak sellers if entering into private

is the opportunity to enhance a buyer’s reputation. of animals to the most economical sources of
finishing. It is not only necessary if consumers are
Being seen to purchase high quality animals is

negotiations with powerful buyers and risk a

likely to generate good publicity for a farmer. And

to be offered affordable, high quality meat, but also

transaction that under-values their animals. In

attending a sale is an efficient way to meet and

it helps ensure the country’s agricultural land is

contrast, selling livestock in an open-cry auction

assess the buying and selling of other farmers.

used productively.

Markets provide social hubs for farmers to catch up.

David Kivell, LAA Chairman, adds: “While this

satisfying choices, with purchases closely aligned

essential to the success of livestock 		

direct turnover generated across all species in the

contribution generated by livestock auction

for auction markets to provide facilities where

populations in England and Wales would

The report reveals that, in response, the

The report investigates the total economic

Mr Rickard says: “Auctions not only provide an
opportunity to socialise, but it is now common

set out in the report is a significant underestimate

significant contribution towards the £1.76 billion

Contribution

market provides should not be underestimated.

Many auction marts now provide other functions
for the community, such as event venues.

Working together
to keep the sheep
industry healthy
Did you know, as an NSA member you’re also an associate
member of Moredun and can access the Moredun online portal?
Find Moredun magazines and disease factsheets, as well as new
features such as webcasts and an online members noticeboard.

www.nationalsheep.org.uk/moredun
www.moredun.org.uk
You will need your NSA membership number to access the Moredun Portal.
Contact NSA Head Office if you need assistance or do not have internet access.
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How to present your fleeces to
maximise clip and competition value
As British Wool launches details of its 2019 National
Golden Fleece competition, it is pleased to see in recent
years wool has seen a rise in popularity, with the skill of
presenting a fleece becoming the key to success.

M

®

Oral solution for sheep and lambs
Moxidectin

It is important for producers to present their fleeces well, both for
competition entry and for delivery at the depot, the organisation says.

W
E
N

David Swinton, British Wool Business Support Manager, who has judged
throughout the UK including prominent shows such as the Royal Highland

TREATS AND PREVENTS

and the Great Yorkshire, comments specifically on competition fleeces. He
says: “First and foremost, choose the best fleece you have. A nice white or
naturally coloured fleece rolled neatly are desirable, and remember first
impressions matter. As a judge, when you look inside the fleece, you test the

In both competition and at the depot how
you present your fleece is important.

✓ Adult Roundworms
✓ Immature Roundworms
✓ Lungworms

strength of the staple - it needs to be strong and uniform. We don’t want to
see weakness in the fleece, and remember some breeds, such as the Blackface,
Herdwick and Rough Fell should be rolled flesh side up.”

Presentation
“When presenting a fleece for judging, excellent presentation is crucial. You
can get up to 20 points for the presentation alone, so take some time to get it

accolade of superb quality wool.
Fleece competitions at various shows, including some NSA events, are
qualifiers for the Golden Fleece Competition. The 2019 winner will receive a
salver and £1,000 prize money, with £500 for the reserve champion.
For more information about British Wool, including details of the National Golden
Fleece competition, visit www.britishwool.org.uk.

right. Select a fleece which is as white as possible, or strong colour if naturally
coloured, and roll it well with a gentle tuck in.”
Last year, the British Wool Bradford Depot graded five million kilos of
wool, with six graders completing more than six tonnes of wool per day
during the peak season. Ian Brooksbank, Senior Head Grader, says: “We handle
fleeces day-in and day-out, and if I had to advise on one aspect of fleece
management it would be to ensure you roll the fleece.
“A lot of our producers do a really good job of presenting their fleeces
well, but we do still see some that aren’t rolled. Simply rolling and tucking in
gently is best; not too tight as that can make it slower to grade, but enough to
ensure you can pack the sheet efficiently.
“In recent years, we have found trends in wool marketing are following
those of other aspects of farm products – where buyers are looking more and
more towards consistency – be it meat, crops, or milk.”

Optimising value
British Wool advice is to try and keep coloured fleeces separately to white
fleeces, as grey fibers or natural discolouration makes it more difficult to
dye the wool and so it becomes less valuable in the market. Therefore,

#givethedogabreak

separating and avoiding cross contamination will make a difference to the
overall value of your clip.
Mr Brooksbank adds: “With more than 100 grades of wool there is a lot

8 WEEK DOSING INTERVAL

of variety. As graders we are looking for uniformity, both in type and length
with a strong and regular staple. The best part of the fleece is the back
of the neck and down the shoulders, roll so the grader sees that first – it
makes a good impression. Presentation is key, which any sheep farmer

Follow us

looking to maximise returns from wool should certainly bear in mind.”
The National Golden Fleece competition is designed to showcase the

www.chanellegroup.com

exceptional quality of wool and British Wool is expecting incredibly high
standards again this year. Being selected as one of the best exhibiting

Moxodex 1 mg/ml oral solution for sheep. Contains: Moxidectin. Target species: Sheep. Refer to product packaging and leaflets for full
indications, side effects, precautions, warnings and contra-indications. Use medicines responsibly. Further information can be found on the
datasheet, SPC or at www.chanellegroup.com. Distributed by: Chanelle Pharmaceuticals Manufacturing Ltd, Loughrea, Co. Galway, Ireland.
Ireland: LM VPA: 10987/111/001. UK: POM-VPS Vm 08749/4089. Copyright ©Chanelle 2019 All rights reserved.

fleeces in your country is something to be immensely proud of but taking
home the title of National Golden Fleece Champion really is the ultimate
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HCC has launched a Hill Ram
Scheme to advance and champion
the Welsh hill flock through genetic
improvement.

and their consumer requirements have

protein from land that isn’t suitable

changed. This, combined with UK retailers

for crops or other species. They are an

favouring larger carcases, has meant a fall in

environmental management tool, maintaining

demand for lighter lamb carcases.

species-rich habitats. They are hardy and

Despite this, these Welsh hill breeds and

mobile, make good mothers who need little

their sub-types, have remained popular within

assistance at lambing time and are able to rear

The scheme is part of the Red Meat

the farming sector and account for almost

their young from limited resources.

Development Programme, a five-year strategic

40% of the Welsh ewe flock. This means these

initiative funded by the EU Rural Development

hill breed ewes can significantly influence the

its Hill Ram Scheme. Seven leader flocks

Programme and the Welsh Government.

efficiency and sustainability of Welsh sheep

have been appointed within the first year

farms and consequently the supply and quality

of the project. The leader flocks are a core

of Welsh lamb.

and geographically diverse network of hill

As coordinator of the project, HCC’s Gwawr
Parry says it will look to generate long term
genetic improvements in the Welsh flock
through engagement with hill ram producers

TECHNICAL

TECHNICAL

Strengthening the Welsh hill sector
for a sustainable future

Ms Parry says it is easy to understand why
they are so prevalent; they provide high quality

It is with this is mind HCC has launched

farmers who produce a variety of native hill

Gwawr Parry is coordinating
the Hill Ram Scheme.

sheep breeds, including north Wales mountain

and utilising DNA-based technologies to
enable performance recording to take place in
extensive hill environments.
Approximately 92% of the breeding flock
in Wales fall within these upland areas and

Mountain ewes make reliable
mothers, especially when paired
with a genetically solid tup.

type and improved Welsh. By the end of the project at least 35 flocks are
expected to have joined the scheme.

Genetic performance

72% within regions classified as as severely
disadvantages areas. The majority of the

Flocks that join the scheme will be offered support and help with

sheep grazing these areas are traditional

monitoring genetic performance. Typical details which will need to be

and hardy Welsh hill breeds. Adapted to their

recorded include: which ewes go to which ram, pregnancy scanning

surroundings and following a diet made up

results, ewes needing assistance during lambing, weights of all lambs at

largely of foraged grass, hill lambs tend to be

eight weeks, and an ultra-sound backfat scan of the lambs at 16 weeks.

smaller than a typical lamb reared on lower

All of this data will be submitted for genetic evaluation.

ground. These lighter carcases have previously

Participating farmers will also set key performance indicators (KPIs)

been in demand in Mediterranean export

in order to monitor genetic trends and better understand their business.

markets such as Greece and Spain.

Training and support will be offered on improving KPIs as well as

Consumer demand

understanding EBVs and using the DNA technology.
Ms Parry continues: “Through this project we are encouraging more

However, over the last decade many of these

farmers to use genetic data to their advantage. Performance recording

countries have suffered economic difficulties

Sheep are a hardy and mobile environmental
tool in Welsh landscapes, but often produce
smaller lambs than the market wants.

does add additional work at farm level, but the results are cumulative,
sustainable and permanent.”
She continues: “The project will allow hill farmers to better utilise

The Welsh ewe flock

their understanding of their flock, using the best genetics to increase
their finished lambweight without using more feed or losing the

Other ross 13%

hardiness of the breed.”
Hill 39%

Other purebred
15%

There are also plans to establish performance-recorded ram sales,
offering participating farmers the opportunity to highlight the genetic
success of their flock and raise the profile of performance recorded rams
within the sheep sector.
Support and training are going to be offered to project participants in

Terminal cross
15%

the run up to these sales as well as how to market and integrate their
Mules/Halfbred 17%

rams into traditional long standing and well-respected breed society
sales.
The long-term goal is to establish increased number of performancerecorded hill flocks in Wales as well as stand-alone performancerecorded sales.
But, the legacy of the project will be in the realisation of the
importance of genetic improvement within the hill sector and the wider
industry and ultimately allowing Welsh upland and hill farms to become
resilient and thrive in the future.
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TECHNICAL

By Hayley King, AHDB Beef & Lamb

Covering both sheep bred as ewe
lambs and shearlings, AHDB’s
Challenge Sheep project is tracking
9,000 replacements from 13
English farms over seven years to
understand how flock performance
can be improved.
The project will generate new knowledge and
highlight existing information on managing
ewe replacements. Challenge Sheep is now
in its second of a seven-year project and will
track replacements in future years to inform
management decisions for both incoming
replacements and mature ewes.

Initial findings

(BCS 3.5 for lowland ewes) at tupping are

industry on ways to increase

twice as likely to scan in lamb too. Knowing

efficiency and productivity through best

the improved outcome for ewes selected

practice.

with these characteristics will allow the

Choosing well-grown replacements that can

participating Challenge Sheep farmers to make

reach target weight by tupping will achieve a

better informed decisions for mating selection

more efficient business and evidence from New

next year.

Zealand has suggested this will mean a higher

Though there are additional costs involved
in feeding ewes to get them to target weight

lifetime productivity of these ewes.
Plus, while using data driven by research

Testing ewe body condition score can help
ensure she produces strong lambs.

and BCS, this could be offset when taking

such as Challenge Sheep is ideal for setting

into account the increase in weight of lambs

standards and benchmarking in the first year,

produced.

careful flock management and recording of

productivity level. Focusing on increasing survival rates is a major part in

These incredible results have come in the

data at key times will give farmers tailored

reducing the cost of replacements.

early stages of this projects. For our farmers to

information about their own flock allowing

have achieved an additional 8.5kg of weaning

them to have a more accurate view of health

replacement ewes required. Yet, with so many variables at play, it is

weight (90 days) from their ewe lambs is

and condition.

critical to monitor the weights and condition of your flock closely to

much higher than we initially expected and
just shows the importance of paying close

Female replacements

attention to weight of livestock up to tupping.

Selection and management of replacements is

A key part in this is achieved through reducing the numbers of

quickly identify points which require intervention to ensure optimal
performance.
A quick and effective method of data collection and analysis is through

The research so far has revealed shearlings

Again attaining an extra 4.8kg of weaning

key in generating the highest possible return

electronic identification. This can record information including weight,

reaching target weight at tupping are twice as

weight for shearlings is great news for farmers

for any sheep farm. It will come as no surprise

body condition score, lambing data and lamb.

likely to scan in lamb as those who are under

on all systems.

that livestock in optimum form yield the highest

target weight. In addition, both ewe lambs

As we have another five years of the project

Challenge Sheep is funded by AHDB Beef & Lamb and aims to understand the

value.
However, it’s important to consider well

consequences of the rearing phase on the lifetime performance of ewes. For

and shearlings that reached target weight

still to go, we look forward to comparing year-

at tupping (60% and 80% of mature weight

on-year data to view trends and look for ways

managed replacements not only perform better

more information on Challenge Sheep or for information on upcoming events

respectively) weaned heavier lambs.

of improving efficiencies. Sharing our results

on their first breeding but are also more likely

visit www.beefandlamb.ahdb.org.uk/returns/project-farms/challenge-sheep.

at regular intervals throughout the seven years

to survive longer and have a higher lifetime

Compounding this, the research also found
shearlings at target body condition score

“

I USED THE NEW ALPHALINE
TAGS FOR THE FIRST TIME
LAST YEAR AFTER SWAPPING
OVER FROM MY ORIGINAL TAG
SUPPLY AND I AM EXTREMELY
PLEASED WITH THE QUALITY
OF THESE TAGS AND HOW EASY
THE TAGGER IS TO USE ON THE
SHEEP. EASY TO ORDER AND
WITH A VERY QUICK SERVICE I
WILL DEFINITELY BE ORDERING
AGAIN THIS YEAR.
MR J HAYES, SHAPWICK, SOMMERSET
WWW.ROXAN.CO.UK/TESTIMONIALS

will allow us to continue to guide the sheep

Additional weaning weights achieved
The research is investigating the relationship
between ewe BCS and finishing lambs.

9

Sheep Farmer magazine: the
best way to promote your services
to the UK sheep sector.
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Tupping weight key driver for
replacement performance
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Ewe lambs

Shearlings

Advertising starts from £30 for NSA members.
Speak to Helen Roberts.
See page 2 for contact details.
GEORGE MUDGE SHEARING
New and second hand mains and 12V machines
Full range of spares
All requisites for shearers
NZ Super Crook for only £25

Retractable
Applicator
£14.95

Singles

Slaughter Tags:
10 tags per strip
From £0.62 / Tag

Doubles

Breeding Tags:
Separate strips of
10 tags
£0.79 / Pair

01822 615456
info@georgemudgeshearing.co.uk
www.georgemudgeshearing.co.uk

www.
01750 724 110
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Maximising lamb growth rates
for an efficient finish
By Phillipa Page and Fiona Lovatt, Flock Health

The most cost-effective time for lambs
to grow is early in life when they are
consuming maximum amounts of
their mother’s milk, the most energydense feed they receive.
The aim should be to capitalise on this early
efficient growth. The longer the lambs remain on
the farm the greater the risk of diseases as well
as the inevitable inefficiency of reduced growth
rates. Either of these factors will affect your
bottom line.
As with other uncertainties, the lamb price at
the time of finishing can of course be difficult to
predict, but a sound knowledge of your growth
rates, days on farm and costs of production
can still help you make crucial decisions based
around the optimum time to sell.

quality milk.
Initial results from an AHDB study suggest

system and it is important to take a number of
both ewe and lamb factors into account, as well

lambs failing to achieve the target of 17kg at

as the availability of appropriate clean grazing for

eight weeks are destined to end up as light

the newly weaned lambs.

lambs. It is generally advisable to send these light

In general, it is probably fair to say in a majority

animals as early as possible without attempting

of British sheep flocks, lambs are weaned later

to feed to catch up or carry over the winter as

than ideal. Work by ADAS back in the 1970s

stores.

suggested lambs weaned at 12 weeks old grew

Weighing lambs
It is really very helpful to weigh lambs when
they are handled at six to eight weeks as well
as at weaning time. Ideally weigh and monitor
every lamb on the farm but, if there are not the
facilities, it is still very helpful to track the growth
rates of just a selection.
Lameness, coccidiosis, parasitic gastroenteritis
(worms) and pasteurellosis are all real threats
to the growth rates and finishing potential of
growing lambs. It is important you have worked

better than those weaned at 16 weeks old. By
nutrition and it is arguably better for them to
concentrate on eating grass as a ruminant rather
than pestering their mothers for a teat to suck.
Last year when we were faced with drought
early to avoid grazing competition between lambs
and ewes and to reduce pressure on ewes and
mitigate against significant body condition losses.
Unfortunately, due to the ongoing dry
conditions there continued to be a severe lack of
grass in some areas with poor supplies for both

Suckling lamb growth rate targets should be

is clinical evidence on any of these diseases

aimed at more than 250g a day to achieve

the ongoing costs will be significantly greater

18-20kg liveweight at eight weeks of age or

than any well-spent investment in monitoring,

30kg by weaning. Lambs achieving these targets

prevention and protection, by vaccination for

are converting consumed feed efficiently and

Weaning

example.

In a more usual year, timely weaning works really

The optimum time to wean depends on the

recommend spending time this summer poring

Straggler lambs are usually best off the
farm sooner rather than later.

ewes and lambs over the summer and many were

over maps of your farm with your vet or advisor to
ensure, even if you have to manage with second
best this year, you will be properly set up for

conditions, many flocks sensibly chose to wean

DWLG targets

reflecting their mother’s potential for producing

Even if you only have a simple weighcrate there is real value in weighing a
few lambs to monitor growth rates.

10-12 weeks old, milk is a very minor part of lamb

closely with your vet to put plans in place to
monitor and prevent these issues. Once there

Even if you only have a simple weighcrate there is real value in weighing a
few lambs to monitor growth rates.

weaning onto ideally appropriate land next year.
good quality grazing of low worm challenge. For

Weaning stress is short lived but its effects
will be exacerbated by other compromises to the

was shut up for cutting and that didn’t carry ewes

immune system such as a worm burden, lameness

and young lambs earlier in the year.

or otherwise inappropriate nutrition including

of an active and useful veterinary flock health

the over or under-supply of trace elements,

plan that includes careful monitoring as well as

again demonstrating the essential requirement

appropriate preventative measures.

Generally, it takes virtually a year of careful
planning to organise this and we would strongly

faced with feeding forage as well as purchased
feed at high costs.

well when the lambs are moved directly onto

Decisions around weaning are critical.

SHEEPFARMER

#MonitorMeasureManage
#PlanPreventProtect

many, the most appropriate pasture is one that

Turn your tups into teasers temporarily with the
NO MATE Harness (fitted behind a MATINGMARK
Harness). Now your boys can do two jobs and save you
the cost of vasectomies, and feeding the vasectomised…
NO MATE Harnesses are proven as secure and
durable, and can be used again year after year.
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Show your support on social
media with the hashtags:
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Insist on the World’s Best!
Available from all leading farm
supply stores, supplied by AgriHealth.
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When you want the most rugged and durable
construction ever seen in a ram harness, choose
MATINGMARK. The click-in crayon change alone
makes it easy to see why farmers have voted
MATINGMARK the World’s #1 Seller! And with longer
lasting crayons, now in 7 vivid colours, you’ve got to
ask, why isn’t everyone using MATINGMARK?

More information on the Rurtec
YouTube channel, or contact Agrihealth
on 028 3831 4570 or info@agrihealth.co.uk
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Lambing ears

A typical case was investigated by APHA VIC Carmarthen where three

Affecting people rather than sheep, another lambing shed issue to be

ovine foetuses were submitted from a 1,100-ewe flock with a reported

aware of is ‘lambing ears’. This transient inflammation of the ear has

incidence of 7.5% abortion in the shearling group. The affected dams

blister formation and crusting and occurs in 1-11% of people involved

were said to be clinically well and vaccinated against both EAE and

in lambing. Skin inflammation might arise through an allergic or irritant

toxoplasmosis. The shearlings were purchased last year and were

response to amniotic fluid, placental tissues or chemicals. Proteins

put into three groups based on scanning results; abortions had been

can also cause allergic dermatitis and irritant contact dermatitis

antimicrobial resistance.

recorded in all groups. At post mortem examination lesions typical

of the hands may be provoked by iodine solution and/or repeated

of campylobacter infection were found in the liver. Bacterial cultures

handwashing. There are many occupational skin disorders associated

Prevention

identified C.fetus from the stomach contents.

with sheep and those who handle them, including orf and salmonella,

By Amanda Carson, APHA

From the beginning of January to
the end of March 2019, abortion
due to Campylobacter fetus fetus
was recorded on 109 occasions at
APHA VIC and partner providers, and
Campylobacter jejuni was isolated on
one occasion.
Campylobacter infection is one of the most
prevalent causes of ovine abortion. In previous
years it has been the third most common cause
of abortion after enzootic abortion (EAE) and
toxoplasmosis, however, this year it looks like
it may be the second most common cause after
EAE.

Ovine abortion
Campylobacter fetus subsp. fetus (C.fetus) and

future years.

contribute to the development of

Historically, C. fetus accounted for the majority
of the campylobacter species associated with
ovine abortion worldwide, but recent studies
have indicated an increasing trend for C. jejuni

but lambing ears maybe something to consider in vets, students and

Providing there is no evidence of EAE and

infection in some parts of the world.

farmers showing similar signs during the lambing period.

campylobacter has been determined to be the

In the United States, the species shift (from

cause, it may be useful to mix ewes which have

C. fetus to C. jejuni) occurred during the early

aborted with ewes which have already lambed

1980s and, by the early 1990s, C. jejuni became
the predominant species causing sheep abortion.
Since 2003, a highly pathogenic, tetracycline-

(but not with those yet to lamb).
Alternatively, mixing replacement females
with the main flock at least six weeks prior to

resistant C. jejuni clone has become the

tupping may help development of immunity. It

predominant cause of sheep abortions there.

is also advisable to prevent contamination of

A liver from an animal infected with campylobacter.

Lambing ears it a skin inflammation of the hand, ears and nose.

troughs with bird droppings. There is no vaccine

Diagnosis

licensed for use in the UK.

The dominance of this clone in sheep abortions

As part of APHA’s surveillance, experts in the

is apparently unique to the United States, and

bacteriology team at Weybridge have sequenced

the use of tetracyclines may have facilitated

campylobacter isolates and to date have

selection of this highly pathogenic clone.

found no evidence of the tetracycline-resistant

Diagnosis is by isolation from fetal stomach

C. jejuni clone. APHA’s ability to continue

Campylobacter jejuni (C.jejuni) cause ovine

contents or fetal organs and may require special

to perform this surveillance depends upon

abortion. Both may be carried in the intestines

campylobacter cultures. There is little evidence

submissions to APHA and partner post mortem

of asymptomatic sheep and infection can be

that flock antibiotic treatment reduces the

providers.

introduced to flocks by carriers. C. jejuni may

number of abortions in campylobacter abortions.

also be excreted by wild birds. Infection may be

Tetracyclines have been used to control

To investigate losses consult your vet, and to find

acquired when faeces contaminates feed or from

outbreaks of EAE, but if the cause of abortion is

your nearest post-mortem centre please use the

infected placentae or foetuses. Losses can be

not identified and, if in fact campylobacter is the

APHA postcode tool at www.ahvla.defra.gov.uk/

severe, but the problem does not often recur in

cause, a blanket approach of antibiotic use could

postcode/pme.asp.

Farmers wishing to investigate lambing losses can
help contribute to APHA surveillance research.

Are your contact details up to date? Make sure NSA can
keep you updated on the latest sheep industry information.

WHEN ONLY THE
VERY BEST WILL DO
Revered the world over by professional
shearers. Heiniger shearing products
deliver, power, performance,
outstanding reliability and expert
Swiss Made Craftsmanship.

Think Shearing - Think Heiniger!
To purchase Heiniger shearing products for the season
ahead, please contact your local trade merchant or
alternatively contact Cox & Ritchey for more information.
0845 6008081
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Campylobacter case study

Images courtesy A Fityan University Hospital Southampton
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Stats suggest increasing role of
campylobacter in UK abortion
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Tackling cobalt deficiency to ensure
growing lambs thrive
By Jenny Hull, Black Sheep Farm Health

In ruminants, cobalt is used by the
rumen microbes to manufacture
vitamin B12 which is then absorbed
by the animal. Cobalt deficiency (or
‘pine’) occurs UK wide where its
concentration in the soil is low.
Other factors that can contribute to deficiency
are heavy worm burdens, which can affect the
absorption of vitamin B12, and high concentrations
of iron and manganese in soil that can ‘lock-up’
cobalt and prevent utilisation.
Cobalt deficiency is very common, especially in
fast-growing lambs. As a result, it is often a critical
factor and can lead to significant losses in a sheep
enterprise.

signs, so producers should be aware of that with

microbes for synthesis of further

worms, nematodirosis (often in six to eight-

vitamin B12.

week-old lambs), coccidiosis (often in six to

wormers contain additional cobalt and selenium.

nutrition, especially in unweaned lambs that are

However, the amount is usually not sufficient to

having to compete with ewes for grass.

reverse deficiency. Mineral drenches can be given

Soil and forage analysis can play a role in

mixed in the same bottle as this could lead to

calling your vet to blood-sample lambs is

under-dosing or overdosing of wormer.

the gold standard to determine the status of
animals and therefore how much cobalt is
reaching an animal’s system.
Your vet will blood-sample six to 10 lambs
and test for levels of vitamin B12 in the blood.
These blood samples should be collected as
soon as possible after the sheep have been
gathered, as the blood levels quickly rise when
the sheep have been off pasture and not eating.

Providing the ewe is receiving adequate cobalt,

copper, selenium and iodine, to generate a trace

vitamin B12 is secreted in milk which provides

element profile for your farm.

diet becomes more forage-based and the rumen
develops, more cobalt is required.
Lambs can be affected from six to eight weeks
of age when the diet switches to being majority

Short-acting injections are very effective
at correcting deficiency but, as with drenches,
will need to be repeated monthly. Boluses
containing cobalt are another very effective way
of providing a continuous supply of cobalt for
up to six months. There are several different
boluses available and it is often beneficial to
resample lambs after bolusing to make sure

Other production-limiting trace elements
can also be tested for at the same time, such as

supply is outstripped by lamb growth and the

at the same time as a wormer but should not be

assessing the cobalt status of farms. However,

Vitamin B12
an early source to suckling lambs. As the milk

Many benzimidazole (1-BZ white) based

eight-week-old lambs), poor grazing and under-

Drenches

Clinical signs of
cobalt deficiency

Sheep cannot store cobalt or vitamin B12.

• Poor growth rates

Therefore, any supplements need to be regular

• Lethargy

or continuous.

• Poor appetite

Drenches are the cheapest form of

• Tear staining

forage. However, cobalt deficiency is most common

supplementation but need to be repeated

• Anaemia

after weaning when the lamb’s diet is 100%

every three to four weeks as lambs quickly

• Immuno-suppression and greater risk of other

forage-based.

become deficient again. Drenches often contain

diseases such as parasites and pasteurellosis

both vitamin B12 and cobalt; the vitamin

• Poor wool growth and an ‘open fleece’

but when present can cause reduced fertility, poor

B12 provides an immediate supply, which is

• Scouring (often from associated heavy

mothering ability and poor body condition.

beneficial in very deficient lambs, while the

Cobalt deficiency is less common in adult sheep,

However, other conditions produce similar

cobalt is then available to the rumen

parasite burden)
• Emaciation and death

Poor growth rate is just one of the
clinical signs of cobalt deficiency.

Taking blood samples from lambs will
determine how much cobalt is reaching an
animal’s system.

sufficient cobalt is being released to the animal

content of the herbage but this may not be cost-

over the required duration.

effective. If the soil is very acidic, or high in iron
or manganese, cobalt may still not be available

Bolusing

to the sheep

The drawback of bolusing is the risk of bolus gun

Oral cobalt supplementation in drench

injury to lambs; great care should be taken in

form costs around 2p per lamb per month.

their administration, especially to small lambs. In

By comparison, production losses from even

research done by the AHDB Fallen Stock Project,

moderately poor growth and delays to marketing

dosing/bolus gun injuries were the fifth most

may cost at least £10-£15 per lamb. This figure

common cause of death in adult sheep.

does not take into consideration the secondary

Pasture-dressing with hydrated cobalt
sulphate can be used to increase the cobalt

effects of immuno-suppression such as parasites,

Key messages
Cobalt deficiency in lambs is a common issue
that affects the health and welfare of lambs
and causes losses. Drenches are only a shortterm treatment and need repeating monthly
in deficient lambs. Investing in sampling of
sheep and generating a trace element profile
for your farm, followed by supplementing
what is required can pay dividends.

pasteurellosis, and deaths.

A D V E R T O R I A L

BLOWFLY PREVENTION
ARE YOU COVERED?
94% of farmers have been struck by blowfly in the past¹ – Don’t be one of them
this year. STRIKE FIRST with 19 week CLiK™ EXTRA.
With pressures of a
growing flock, there
is a real need for
shepherd, Martyn
Fletcher alongside
owners, Perin and Sonja
Dineley, at Dineley
Farming in Wiltshire
to ensure all aspects of
the business are cost
effective and efficient
whilst maintaining
high welfare and
productivity for their
3,000 ewes.

blowfly and once sheep
are on the back foot
they’re more susceptible
to other parasites too.

“One of the biggest
impacts on daily live
weight gain (DLWG) is

Blowfly prevention
is a key part of our flock
health plan,” says
Mr Fletcher.

To ensure complete
blowfly coverage, Dineley
Farming chose to trial
CLiK™ EXTRA switching
from CLiK™ with a
Crovect™ top-up.

“We used just one
application, and it gave
the whole season’s cover.
We have saved 45 pence
per sheep, plus a couple
of days work. We have

Martyn Fletcher

also reduced the risk of
product cover not lasting
throughout the season.”
“Taking the time to
question what we
were doing was really
worthwhile and made the
decision to move to CLiK™
EXTRA really easy for us.”

Scan here

Shepherd at Dineley Farming

Find out more about CLiK™ EXTRA visit: www.farmanimalhealth.co.uk/extra
For further information call Elanco Animal Health on +44 (0) 1256 353131
or write to Elanco Animal Health, Lilly House, Priestley Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG24 9NL.
CLiK™ Pour On contains 5% (w/v) dicyclanil. CLiK™ EXTRA contains 65mg/ml dicyclanil. Crovect™ Pour On for sheep contains 1.25 (w/v) cypermethrin (cis:trans/80:20). Information regarding
the side effects, precautions, warnings and contra-indications can be found in product packaging and leaflets; further information can also be found in the Summary of Product Characteristics.
Advice should be sought from the medicine prescriber. CLiK, CLiK EXTRA, Crovect, Elanco and the diagonal bar logo are trademarks of Elanco or its affiliates. Legal category: POM-VPS in UK.
PM-UK-19-0171. rdp30714. Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible). © 2019 Elanco or its affiliates. ¹ Survey of 130 sheep farmers, Elanco April 2016.
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er Could
wins 3in1
your feeder
wormer be holding

your lambs back?

By Lesley Stubbbings, SCOPS

Ways to win a 3in1 Feeder

There’s no getting away from the fact lamb growth rate
is a major component of profitably. Quite simply, the
NSA is giving away six 3in1 feeders during 2014 and there
faster
lambs grow, the more efficient they are and the
are still three chances to get your hands on one.
less
they need
finish.for the draw, plus existing
Allfeed
new members
aretoeligible

			

Drench test your lambs for resistance:

NSA Breed
Society
Directory
Advertise here
from £30

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP

Sheep Society

The versatile,
tree-friendly breed

The compact ewe with known
respected maternal traits

Secretary
01758 730366
Promotions Officer
079666 99930
promotions@lleynsheep.com

THE LEADING DOMESTIC
TERMINAL SIRE BREED
enquiries@suffolksheep.org

www.lleynsheep.com

028 2563 2342

Great on ewe lambs

www.suffolksheep.org

secretary@southdownsheepsociety.co.uk

members who recommend someone to sign up.

Sheep Society
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EASY CARE

Take the stress
out of shepherding

Step 1: Take fresh (still warm) faecal samples from at least 10 lambs
			
in the mob. These must be taken at random and the same amount of
dung in each sample.

www.easycaresheep.com
info@easycaresheep.com

See what the Border Leicester
can do for your flock,
it’s as easy as ABC...
Added conformation
Built to last
Cross with any breed

EasyCareNEW.indd 1

Secretary: Bronwyn Campbell
01866 833 287
secretary@borderleicesters.co.uk
www.borderleicesters.co.uk

Beltex Sheep
Society

New Chair Elect

SCOPS has announced its new Chair Elect as
Kevin Harrison, who is also NSA English Committee Chairman.
Kevin takes on the new position alongside SCOPS Chairman Peter Baber,
who has led the group since its inception. Both Chair and Chair Elect will work
together to help drive activities of SCOPS, supporting responsible parasite
control
choices on
farms
throughout
the UK and helping ensure
two management
of the logos
are
the
same
messages are consistent and practical for sheep farmers.

the wormer over the back of the tongue. Mark the date on the calendar

Secretary Edward Adamson
07711 071290

www.iledefrancesheep.com
HAMPSHIRE DOWN

and should consult your vet or advisor.
SHEEPFARMER
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BRITISH ROUGE SHEEP

Charmoise
Hill Sheep Society

The easy lambing terminal sire
producing quick growing lambs with
excellent meat to bone ratio

Hardy Hill Sheep.
Add Shape to your prime lambs.
Easy Lambing.
Terminal Sure suitable for tupping Ewe Lambs.

Secretary: Patricia Imlah
secretary@rouge-society.co.uk
01651 862920
07803 897419

www.rouge-society.co.uk

The UK native
terminal sire for
naturally fast nishing
lambs off forage
Contact Janet Hill on 01700 831652
janet@hampshiredown.org.uk

www.hampshiredown.org.uk
JUNE / JULY 2019

The Quality Hill Breed
VERSATILE.
HARDY.
PROFITABLE.

www.nc-cheviot.co.uk

CHEVIOT S
RY

EP SOCIE
T
HE

For 3Ls
use an Ile de France
Lean, Liveweight
and Lively lambs

the reduction in egg count is less than 90% you may have resistance

www.berrichonsociety.com

Details from Marion Hope
01387 371777
nemsa@btinternet.com

by email secretary@nc-cheviot.co.uk

T: 015395 67973
E: beltex.sheep@btconnect.com

ILE DE FRANCE

same mob as in stage one. It is very important you stick to the dates. If

www.scottish-blackface.co.uk

www.nemsa.co.uk

Contact Sue Powell
01989 770071 / 07974 360807
berrichon@btconnect.com

or contact Corinna Cowin on 07834 817710 or

The breed to meat
your grades

Step 3: On the re-test day go back and take faecal samples from the

Aileen McFadzean - 07768 820405
aileen@scottish-blackface.co.uk

British Berrichon

HARDY. EASY LAMBING. EASY CARE

Visit our website for further information

when you need to collect your post drench test samples. It’s exactly seven

			

Information on the breed and sale dates
available on our website or from

The success of the North of
England Mule has assured its
place through the country’s
leading commercial flocks. Why
have mutton when you can lamb?

NORTH COUNTRY CHEVIOT
SHEEP SOCIETY

correct for their weight, the drench gun has been calibrated, and you get

days after for yellow (2-LV) and 14 days for white (1-BZ) or clear (3-ML).

26/06/2017 17:58

Blackface Sheep Breeders’ Association

Contact David Trow - 01686 688234
www.charmoisesheep.co.uk

			
Step 2: Treat all lambs in the mob, taking care to ensure the dose rate is

www.beltex.co.uk
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NEMSA: North
of England
Mule Sheep
Association
SIMPLY THE BEST!

LOW MAINTENANCE
EasyCare
NO SHEARING
EXCELLENT MOTHERS
HARDY

TH COUNT
OR

.
and

Details from Secretary, Alun Davies
01513 275699
alundavies@btinternet.com
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Now providing genotyped rams of
known prolificacy potential
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The breed that makes ends meat
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Theare
more
people
youwhen
recommend
thetells
more
you
get
There
two key
periods
lamb weight
us aentries
lot about
how
well
into the draw, and the sooner you enter the more chance
lambs are doing and whether they will finish efficiently or drag on into
there is of winning!
the autumn and winter. In the first period to eight weeks (56 days) of age,
There are lots of ways to qualify:the1.
main
influences
themember
ewes milkat
yield, grass quality and quantity.
Sign
up as aare
new
The second
period is from 56 to 90 days (12-13 weeks), when lambs are
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/membership.
becoming
reliant the
on grazing
and being
to an increasing
2. Signmore
up using
application
formexposed
opposite.
3. Come
NSA Sheep 2014, sign up on the gate with one
challenge
fromtoworms.
of our friendly
volunteers
and not
payonly
justproviding
£6 entryenough
instead of
Maintaining
lamb growth
rates means
£15.
Save
time
by
bringing
a
completed
application
form
good quality grazing, but also controlling their worm burden effectively.
with you.
For many flocks, this is where the performance slips. Making sure that
4. Already a member? Simply write your membership
when you drench lambs the wormer kills more than 90% of the worms is
number on the form opposite and pass it to a friend or
something
you canto
control,
making athey
big difference
to performance.
Using
neighbour
recommend
sign up as
a new member.
faecal 3in1
egg counts
to help
the Feeders
right time give
to drench
is also anto
feeders
fromdetermine
Advantage
you control
important
part
of effective
worm control.stock consume. It can save
limit the
amount
of supplement
yourproblem
time and
money,
reduce
the builds
healthuprisks
of feeing
high
The
is that
wormer
resistance
gradually
on a farm
corn-based
diets
and
prevent
at lambing
over
several years.
Unless
you
test (seemis-mothering
panel) the proportion
of resistant
time.
Findbyout
morecan
at be
www.3in1feeders.co.uk
or callanything
UK
worms
killed
a drench
50% or less before you suspect
distributor Robert Ball on the free phone number 08000
is wrong. Unfortunately, by then it’s too late and you’ve probably spent a
786030.
lot on NSA
minerals,
tracegrateful
elementstoand
the like, thinking
they
the root of
is very
Advantage
Feeders
foraretheir
declining
growth
rates
rather
than
worms.
support of this membership recruitment campaign.
Feeders
are also a Gold Sponsor of NSA and we
ForAdvantage
more information
visit www.scops.org.uk
apologise for missing them from our list of sponsors in the
last edition of Sheep Farmer. Check out all our Gold and
Corporate Sponsors at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/
supporters.

Contact Claire Jakeman
07766 238346

DORSET DOWN
KING of the PRIME LAMB breed
Ideal Terminal Sire
Easy Lambing
Fast finishing lambs off grass
Extended Breeding Season
Hardy & Docile
T: 01579 320273 E: secretary@dorsetdownsheep.org.uk
www.dorsetdownsheep.org.uk

Bluefaced
Leicesters

Sire of The UK Mule

Tel: 01228 598022

Email: info@blueleicester.co.uk

www.blueleicester.co.uk

SWALEDALE
SHEEP BREEDERS
ASSOCIATION
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON
SHOWS AND SALES:
JOHN STEPHENSON
01833 650516
jstephenson@swaledale-sheep.com

THE BRITISH VENDÉEN SHEEP SOCIETY
Less work and more profit

Less work and more profit

Less workrecorded
and more
profit
The fully performance
woolshedding
breed,

www.vendeen.co.uk

‘Make both ends meat with the modern Vendeen’

For more information contact the Secretary
on 07950 256304 or info@vendeen.co.uk

The fully performance recorded woolshedding breed,
selected for resistance
to worms
The fully
performance
recorded
woolshedding
selected for resistance to worms
breed,
selected
for resistance to worms.
Tel 01985 845063 / 01647 252549

Tel 01985
845063 //01647
252549
Tel 01985
845063
01647
252549
www.exlana.co.uk
www.sig.uk.com
www.exlana.co.uk

Herdwicks from three different
commons were tested for resistance
using the ELISA blood test.
SHEEPFARMER
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BUSINESS

LLEYN

FOLLOWING THE FLOCK

Join NSA today

Following the flock

to ensure a strong voice for the UK sheep sector

In this third edition of ‘Following the Flock’, we
travel to Bristol, Cumbria and Powys to check
in on various NSA officeholders. Longer versions of all
these reports, and more, are available online at
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/about.

New members* automatically qualify for a
chance to win a JFC-Agri sheep foam footbath
and 20 litres of hoof solution.
NSA has four prizes to give away by 30th September 2019.
The sooner your name goes in the hat, the more chance you have to win.

Tim Ward

NSA Cymru/Wales Region Chairman, Powys
Lambing is always an extended affair here, starting at
the beginning of December with the Dorset Downs and
finishing in March with the Kerry Hills although, this

Thomas Carrick

year, I did get a two week break in February.

As I start my term as regional chairman I’m enjoying the
best lambing conditions in my memory. April has rarely
brought us as much grass in the North Pennines and the

A strict culling policy over the years means I had very few problems at
lambing, although the number of lambs born was reduced. Grass growth
is still relatively slow, probably as a result of cold winds and frosts, which
has left me to have to feed more than I normally would. All lambs have

NSA Northern Region Chairman, Cumbria

May forecast looks to suit us.

Individual Subscription 		
Under 27’s Subscription 		
Eire, Europe and Overseas

£55
£27.50
£60

(UK ONLY)

Address:

Instruction to your bank or
building society to pay by Direct Debit

know worse may yet arrive but, in the short term, the forecast is set to

Please supply photo ID if applying for under 27. Attach copy to this form or email it to membership@nationalsheep.org.uk

them for their first show, the Three Counties. I also have a full programme

improve next week and the current conditions abate.

purchasing older draft animals to run for a year is not without its perils.
That said, the use of these animals to gradually inject Mule breeding into
the main flock – a project now in its third year - would appear to be a
contributing factor in the overall improvement of numbers.

NSA OFFICE USE: Enter type of DOB verification seen

Tel:			
Supplying a mobile phone number will allow us to send you occasional text messages about NSA events in your area.

Tim Ward will be showing his

spray of iodine and with, any luck, a healthy dose of sunshine.

Kerry’s throughout the summer.

Please fill in the form and send to:
The National Sheep Association, The Sheep Centre, Malvern, Worcestershire, WR13 6PH
Name and full postal address of your bank or building society

9
To: The Manager

5

Service user number

6

8

8

9

Bank/building society

Address

Email:
Supplying your email address will allow us to send you the NSA Weekly Email Update, packed full of news and information.

Fill in the details of the payer (if different to above)

Name:

Postcode
Name(s) of account holder(s)

Address:

It is my intention to provide only triplet lambs and ‘at risk’ lambs
antibiotic assistance. Singles and strong twins will receive the obligatory

CARD

Who is the membership for? Please fill in details below:

The show sheep were shorn in March and I will shortly start preparing

Blackface ewes managed six empties – a reminder that our policy of

/

Name:

DOB:

171% and, of the 230 forwarded, five were empty. An additional 36

CHEQUE

(excluding Eire, Europe and Overseas members). Complete the Direct Debit form, or pay by cheque (made payable to National Sheep Association) or call NSA Head Office on 01684 892661 to pay by card.

occupants debate whether to lamb or die. I am pragmatic enough to

Scanning this year was very pleasing – ewes averaged 185%, hoggets

/

Paying by Direct Debit results in a 20% discount in your first year.

Postcode:

of judging this summer, which I thoroughly enjoy.

CASH

(UK £)

Satisfaction is derived from hearing hail stones pepper the shed as its

had their first clostridial injection and will have a mineral bolus shortly.

NSA OFFICE USE

Branch sort code

Postcode:
Bank/building society account number

Tel:			
		
Reference
Email:

Kevin Harrison NSA English Committee Chairman, Bristol

Is this membership a gift? Please tick

Lambing took place from early March and was over in two weeks. I have never lambed sheep so fast
with lambing usually spread evenly over three weeks.

Your sheep enterprise
Please state where you obtained this
form from and your reasons for joining: No of commercial breeding females?

SF

No of bought-in store lambs finished per year?

Has an existing member referred you? Provide their name and address and/or NSA membership number so they

Colostrum quality was good, and we turned out quickly at 24 hours to ease pressure. The grass got moving pre-turnout, but a cold wind did
seem to slow that grass growth down post turnout. By keeping a keen eye on lambs for symptoms of nemotadiorus and keeping an eye on the
SCOPS website map I think we managed to get out timings spot-on for the lambs first worm treatment. Whilst we were doing this all lambs got
their first dose of clostridial and pasteurella vaccine.

Instruction to your bank or building society
Please pay National Sheep Association Direct Debits from the account detailed in this Instruction subject to
the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this Instruction may remain with
National Sheep Association and, if so, details will be passed electronically to my bank/building society.
Signature(s)

No of pedigree breeding females?

This year more than 450 of our 770 North Country Mules had lambed in the first seven days. This didn’t come as a surprise, as we change our
raddle colour every week, but even when you know it’s coming it will put pressure on man, beast and logistics.

If delivery is direct to the member and not the buyer please tick

Date

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types of account.

will be entered into any eligible membership prize draw. Already a member? Add your details here and pass this
form to a non-member to sign up. Terms and conditions at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/draw

Please use Gift Aid to make your subscription worth more to NSA. For every pound you give us, we could earn an extra
25p from the Inland Revenue. NSA will not claim Gift Aid on a new member’s first membership subscription payment.
Gift Aid Declaration: I want the National Sheep Association to treat all subscriptions I make from the date of this

By subscribing as an NSA member, your will become part of NSA’s Wider Interest Group and NSA will use your details
in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the NSA Privacy Policy; details from NSA Head
Office or at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/privacypolicy.

declaration until I notify you otherwise as a Gift Aid donation. I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less
Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in
that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference. TO GIFT AID PLEASE TICK HERE...

This guarantee should be detached and retained by the payer.
•
•
•
•

This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that accept instructions to pay Direct Debits
If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your Direct Debit National Sheep Association will notify you 28 working days in advance of your account being
debited or as otherwise agreed. If you request National Sheep Association to collect a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will be given to you at the time of the request.
If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, by National Sheep Associaton or your bank or building society you are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount
paid from your bank or building society – If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when National Sheep Association asks you to
You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.

Kevin Harrison lambed 770
North Country Mules this year.
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Contact the NSA: The Sheep Centre I Malvern I Worcestershire I WR13 6PH
Tel: 01684 892 661 Email: membership@nationalsheep.org.uk www.nationalsheep.org.uk

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

A company limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registration No. 37818. Registered charity in England and Wales (249255) and in Scotland (SC042853)

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2019

Terms and conditions at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/draw

The Direct Debit
Guarantee

your business your future
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#JoinTheMarch

TO REDUCE SHEEP LAMENESS

Join the march. Follow the proven
Five Point Plan…

1

• Cull – to build flock resilience
• Treat, Quarantine and Avoid – to reduce the disease challenge
• Vaccinate – to establish immunity

…to a healthy view of a sound flock.
1. Clements et al. Veterinary Record (2014) 10.1136/vr 102161
Footvax® contains antigens from 10 serotypes of Dichelobacter nodosus and is indicated for the active immunisation of sheep as an aid to the
prevention of footrot and reduction of lesions of footrot. Legal category POM-VPS .
Refer to the packaging or package leaflet for information about side effects, precautions, warnings and contraindications. Further information is
available from the SPC / Datasheet or Intervet UK Ltd trading as MSD Animal Health. Registered office Walton Manor, Walton, Milton Keynes
MK7 7AJ, UK. Registered in England & Wales no. 946942. Advice should be sought from the medicine prescriber.
Use medicines responsibly. For more information please refer to the Responsible Use sections of the NOAH website.
Footvax® is the property of Intervet International B.V. or affiliated companies or licensors and is protected by copyrights,
trademark and other intellectual property laws. Copyright © 2019 Intervet International B.V.
Tel: 01908 685 685 • vet-support.uk@merck.com • www.msd-animal-health.co.uk

www.sheeplameness.co.uk

